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Summary

This dissertation deals with fundamental structural problems in decision making towards sustainable development. Decision makers achieve a sustainable
development by chosing certain courses of action and omitting others.
Thereby, no choice can be sustainable unless it respects the plurality of
criteria forming the concept of sustainability. This plurality of criteria is the
rst of three structural properties, the combination of which complicates rational
decision making.
It is a widespread practice to mirror the plurality of criteria by using a
multitude of sustainability indicators. Unfortunately, a set of indicators does
not generally evaluate all the options in way helpful for determining preference
or choice. For the most part, these evaluations fail to lead to a complete ordering
of betterness, equality, and worseness among those options. That is, there may
be pairs of options unordered by these traditional relations: neither is better nor
worse than the other, nor are they equally valuable.
The second structural property is thresholds. Initiated by the BrundtlandReport Our common future, the indicators are provided with thresholds in order
to guarantee their impact. According to this idea, a development in time cannot
be sustainable unless all thresholds are met.
The third structural property entails the fact that sustainability comes with
a development. This property, combined with the other two, aggravates rational
choice. Whether an option is an appropriate choice or whether an alternative
option ought to be preferred cannot be evaluated merely by taking account of
these option's direct performances with respect to the involved criteria. Rather,
the rationality in their choice also depends on what further decisions the choice
of each implies and how options chosen later directly and indirectly perform.
Structurally speaking, it is sequences of decisions which are sustainable and not
 as is popularly believed  singular decisions.
Both of the main structural problems focused on in this dissertation are irrationalities which emerge in sequences of choices. The rst irrationality occurs
when sequences of decisions are made such that the option chosen in decision
is available in decision

n + 1.

n

The fact that a plurality of criteria fails to com-
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pletely order the set of options implies that the decision maker may terminate
the sequential decision problem with an option performing worse in each criterion than another option he could also have ended up with. In other words, he
unnecessarlity clings to a dominated option, which qualies as an irrationality.
Yet, all his local choices seemed perfectly rational.
The rst paper of this dissertation, Parity, Independence, and Choice, contributes to an axiological debate in philosophy. This debate is concerned with
the question of whether there are additional evaluative relations on all fourths
with betterness, equality, and worseness. If there were at least one other relation, this relation would reduce the space of incomparability and could  if it
had suitable properties  be benecial for decision theory. The relation may, for
instance, help block the sequential irrationality of the rst type.
In the paper, it is rst argued that the only serious argumentation in favour
of the existence of such a relation, that introduced by Ruth Chang, is awed.
Whereas the traditional relations can be used to dene further relations which
are benecial for decision theory, they are not value relations on a fours with
the traditional three. Secondly, it is argued that a suggestion for a non-basal
relation, as introduced by Erik Carlson, is not helpful in blocking the irrationality. Thirdly, an alternative denition of parity is presented, which performs
better in this respect.
In the second paper, An Application of Parity in Decision-making, this alternative concept of parity is introduced more thoroughly as part of the revealed
preference theory. It is shown that the irrationality can be blocked by revealing
parity. Furthermore, the structural solution parity represents is compared to a
more conventional idea of transitive closure.
The second type of sequential irrationality dealt with in this dissertation
emerges for another reason. Whereas the rst is caused in settings where options are exchanged, the second type irrationalities materialize when several
choices must be made sequentially, whereby the option's performances should
be optimized altogether.
Two problems may occur if the behaviour norm by which the singular decisions are made is purely consequentialistic. First, the decision maker may
unnecessarily miss thresholds. Secondly, the benets resulting from chosing option after option may be worse for each criterion than they would have been
from selecting another series of options. Thus, the decision maker remains with
a dominated total of benets although she could have performed better and
each local choice was rational according to standard consequentialism.
The third paper, Sequential Multi-Criteria Decision Problems with Thres-

holds, addresses this second type of sequential irrationality. It proceeds by further developing a dynamic approach to Multi-Criteria-Decision-Analysis (MCDA). As is formally shown in the paper, the standard consequentialist behaviour norm cannot rationally be maintained. Behaviour norms must involve
non-consequentialist elements to avoid sequential irrationalities. More precisely,
the benet of past or even hypothetical decisions must be taken into account.
How drastically these non-consequentialist measures must be chosen depends
on how fully the multitude of criteria has been aggregated.
vi
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit grundlegenden strukturellen Problemen
nachhaltigen Handelns. Nachhaltiges Handeln kommt durch Entscheidungen zustande, in denen Entscheidungsträger gewisse Handlungsoptionen ergreifen und
andere auslassen.
Eine nachhaltige Wahl zu treen, heisst der Pluralität von Kriterien Rechnung tragen, die den Nachhaltigkeitsbegri ausmachen. Diese Wertepluralität ist
die erste von drei Struktureigenschaften, deren Kombinationen rationales Entscheiden erschweren. Es ist verbreitet, diese Pluralität mit sogenannten Nachhaltigkeitsindikatoren zu erfassen. Eine Erschwernis entsteht dadurch, dass konkurrierende Handlungsoptionen durch eine Wertepluralität nicht im Allgemeinen so
evaluiert werden, dass zwischen ihnen eine vollständige traditionelle Ordnung
entsteht. Das heisst, es gibt Optionen, von denen weder die eine besser ist als
die andere, noch schlechter  ohne dass sie äquivalent wären.
Die zweite Struktureigenschaft sind Schwellenwerte, mit denen man, angeregt durch den Brundtland-Bericht Our common future, die Indikatoren versieht,
um ihren Einuss sicher zu stellen. Eine Entwicklung in der Zeit kann ausschliesslich dann nachhaltig sein, wenn diese Schwellenwerte erreicht werden.
Der Umstand, dass sich Nachhaltigkeit in einer Entwicklung zeigt, führt zur
dritten Struktureigenschaft, die in Verbindung mit den anderen die rationale
Wahl von Optionen kompliziert. Ob eine Option in Hinsicht auf Nachhaltigkeit
gewählt, oder ob eine Alternative vorgezogen werden soll, kann sich nicht allein
an diesen Optionen und ihren direkten Konsequenzen bezüglich der Nachhaltigkeitskriterien entscheiden. Vielmehr hängt die rationale Wahl auch davon ab,
welche weiteren Wahlen dadurch ermöglicht und verunmöglicht werden. Strukturell betrachtet sind letztlich Sequenzen von Entscheidungen nachhaltig und
nicht einzelne Entscheidungen.
Das erste strukturelle Hauptproblem, mit dem sich die Dissertation beschäftigt, besteht in einer Irrationalität, die in Sequenzen von Entscheidungen auftreten kann, in denen jeweils eine Option gewählt wird, wobei die Option, die bei
der

n-ten Entscheidung zum Zug gekommen ist, bei der (n+1)-ten Entscheidung

erneut zur Auswahl steht. Der Umstand, dass eine Pluralität von Kriterien die
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Optionen nicht vollständig ordnet, führt dazu, dass der Entscheidungsträger am
Schluss der Sequenz mit einer Option verbleiben kann, die einer anderen Option,
mit der er auch hätte enden können, bezüglich jedes Kriteriums unterlegen ist.
Er verbleibt also irrationalerweise mit einer dominierten Option, obwohl jede
Wahl für sich betrachtet rational schien.
Der erste Aufsatz der Dissertation, Parity, Independence, and Choice, ist
ein Beitrag zu einer axiologischen Debatte im Bereich der Philosophie, die sich
darum dreht, ob nebst den traditionellen Wertrelationen schlechter, besser und

gleich gut in einer gewissen Hinsicht mindestens eine weitere unabhängige Wertrelation, die Relation der Parität, existiert und für die Entscheidungstheorie
nutzbar gemacht werden kann. Der Nutzen, so die Vorstellung, besteht darin,
die Form sequentieller Irrationalität zu verhindern, die eben beschrieben worden
ist.
Im Aufsatz wird erstens argumentiert, dass das einzige ernsthafte Argument
für weitere unabhängige Wertrelationen, vorgebracht von Ruth Chang, nicht
haltbar ist. Zwar können auf der Basis der traditionellen Wertrelationen weitere
Relationen deniert und günstig in die Entscheidungstheorie eingebracht werden. Es handelt sich dabei aber nicht um Wertrelationen, die von den traditionellen drei Wertrelationen unabhängig wären. Zweitens wird dargelegt, warum ein
solcher Vorschlag, eingebracht von Erik Carlson, nicht zweckmässig ist. Drittens
wird eine eigene Alternative vorgeschlagen.
Im zweiten Aufsatz, An Application of Parity in Decision-making, wird diese
alternative, zusätzliche Vergleichsrelation in die Theorie der aufgedeckten Präferenzen (revealed preference theory) eingebettet und gezeigt, dass diese Form der
Parität, das beschriebene Problem der irrationalen Sequenzen löst. Die strukturelle Lösung der Paritätsrelation wird überdies einem konventionelleren Ansatz
gegenübergestellt, der von der Idee der transitiven Hülle Gebrauch macht.
Das zweite strukturelle Hauptproblem, das die Dissertation verhandelt, besteht in einer anderen sequentiellen Irrationalität. Eine solche kann auch entstehen, wenn nicht Optionen gegeneinander abgetauscht, sondern wenn mehrere Entscheide bezüglich Optionen sequentiell getroen werden müssen. Fällt
man die einzelnen Entscheide rein konsequentialistisch, das heisst, rein vorausblickend und ohne Berücksichtigung der Struktur, welche die Entscheidungssequenz aufweist, so ist es möglich, dass zum einen unnötigerweise die Schwellenwerte verfehlt werden. Zum anderen kann es passieren, dass die Nutzen, welche die Kombination von gewählten Optionen zeitigen, den Nutzen einer alternativen Kombination von Optionen in jedem Kriterium unterlegen sind. Die
Entscheidungsträgerin verbleibt irrationalerweise mit einer dominierten Sequenz
von Optionen, obwohl jede einzelne Wahl rational schien.
Im dritten Aufsatz, Sequential Multi-Criteria Decision Problems with Thres-

holds, wird dieses Problem irrationaler sequentieller Entscheidungen aufgegriffen. Dabei wird ein neuer Ansatz weiter entwickelt, welcher die Multi-CriteriaDecision-Analysis (MCDA) dynamisiert, die sich neben dem traditionellen Operations Research etabliert hat. Es wird gezeigt, dass der Konsequentialismus in
seiner traditionellen Form nicht aufrecht erhalten werden kann. Handlungsnormen müssen sich auf nicht-konsequentialistische Mittel beziehen, um sequentielle
ix
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Irrationalitäten zu vermeiden. Genauer, die Nutzen von vergangenen oder sogar
hypothetischen Entscheidungen müssen für die Rationalisierung herangezogen
werden. Wie drastisch die nicht-konsequentialistischen Mittel sind, die dafür
benötigt werden, hängt davon ab, wie weit die Kriterien aggregiert worden sind.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This dissertation deals with fundamental structural problems in decision theory.
The background are decisions made with respect to the concept of sustainability.
The introduction starts with an elaboration of this background. It is shown
that the idea of a sustainable development entails the three structural features
of multi-dimensionality, thresholds, and sequences.
In sect. 1.2, it is argued that these properties combined can lead to sequentially irrational decisions, especially when standard consequentialism is the
applied behaviour norm in each choice made. In sect. 1.3, it is shown how the
three papers included in this dissertation deal with the structural features and
the resulting problems. Finally, sect. 1.4 contains conclusions concerning the relevance of these results as well as suggestions concerning the direction for future
research.

1.1

Measuring sustainability

The subsequent research was motivated by the obvious increase in attempts at
justifying choices with reference to the concept of sustainability. Private as well
as public organizations seem to feel the need to argue that options chosen or
implemented were the most appropriate in terms of sustainable development.
From the beginning of the debate, policy decisions with respect to sustainability have been plagued by apparently conicting standards. The World Con-

servation Strategy (WCS) [34], in arguing for the necessity of living resource
conservation for sustainable development, is mentioned as having coined the
term sustainable development. According to WCS, conservation and development should not be viewed as being in opposition to each other, but rather as
two activities to be combined.
The basic thesis of WCS, stated in the very rst sentence of the foreword,
says that natural resources in a broad sense are indispensable for development.
Limited natural resources (and sinks) is the reason to postulate sustainability of
development,  sustainability meaning a framework for evaluating developmen-
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tal activities:  For development to be sustainable it must take account of social
and ecological factors, as well as economic ones; of the living and non-living
resource base; and of the long term as well as the short term advantages and
disadvantages of alternative actions. [34, Introduction]. Thus, the link between
conservation and development as claimed by WCS is the standard for development, namely that it is sustainable.
The rst structural feature in sustainability dealt with in this dissertation is
the multi-dimensionality of standards against which decisions must be optimized
 standards as for instance mentioned in [34] as social, ecological, and economic
factors. As these standards diverge, more often than not, there is a variance
regarding the grounds for preferring one option over another. Aggregation of
dimensions measured by indices is practiced but also criticized. Among others,
Bell and Morse [4], Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi [57, p. 79] argue vigorously against
the reductionist approach oered by aggregation.
The denition by the WCS does little to clarify this point. Despite the simple
statement  must take account of  , there is no indication as to how this multidimensional comparison could or should be made. The question begs a suitable
answer: what does it mean to take into account several dimensions when options
are evaluated in terms of sustainability?
The second structural feature in sustainability dealt with in this dissertation is the thresholds which bind the plurality of dimensions. One of the most
inuential documents to clarify the point of what it means to take account of
multiple dimensions has been the report Our common future [9] by the World
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) to the UN General
Assembly. The report emphasizes the importance of thresholds in the use of
dierent resources. Accounting for dierent dimensions implies dening and respecting the benets oered by these dimensions. Meeting thresholds ensures
that these benets are not diminished below their critical limits and are thus
really respected.
This conclusion is reected in the commission's denition:  Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains
within it two key concepts: the concept of `needs', in particular the essential
needs of the world's poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and the
idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization
on the environment's ability to meet present and future needs. [9, p. 43].
By including in its denition the idea of limitations imposed by the state of
technology and social organization on the environment's ability to meet present
and future needs, WCED is alluding to the message of the report to the Club
of Rome The Limits to Growth [43]. Although the commission's position on
pushing forward those limits is more optimistic than the one in the report to
the Club of Rome, regard for this kind of limits is at the core of the commission's
understanding of sustainable development.
The necessity to respect limits is also included in the international environmental organizations' 1991 paper Caring for the Earth. According to their new
denition, sustainable development would consist of improving the quality of
2
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human life while living within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems.
[35, p. 211] But WCED's concerns go beyond limits in the sense of thresholds of
a physical kind, including also critical or limiting values in an ethical sense as
changes in access to recources or social equity between and within generations.
[9, p. 43]
Applying the concept of sustainable development to policies typically proceeds by dening indicators for each of the factors to be taken into consideration. Based on Agenda 21, Millennium Development Goals and the Johannesburg
Plan of Implementation, the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD)
dened a set of 96 indicators (including 50 core indicators) intended to be used
as general guidelines by policy-makers in order to track progress toward nationally approved targets for sustainable development. [60, 61].
The 96 indicators are intended to provide a point of reference for tracking
progress towards agreed goals ranging from legally binding to recognized target
values for those factors (indicators). These factors are considered to be important for sustainable development, and respective target values are to be reached
within a certain period of time. Such targets are included in the agreements of,
for instance, the Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Convention on
Biological Diversity, and the Convention to Combat Desertication, which were
initiated at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
at Rio de Janeiro in 1992 or, more recently, the Millennium Development Goals.
However, there may be quite dierent reasoning behind setting such targets. One good example is the agreement made during climate negotiations of
December 2010, which limits global warming to 2°C above preindustrial mean
temperature. The benets of the 2°C target in the sense of a threshold are that

it staves o natural catastrophes. However, this target also allows for optimizing costs and benets, and last but not least, provides solutions to coordination
problems [36].
Assessments based on indicator systems have been particularly popular in
sustainability research. Meanwhile, dozens of sustainability assessment approaches have been introduced [56] and countless case studies have been executed
applying these approaches [5].
In a plurality of dimensions without thresholds, the main problem in justifying the choice of an option based on them may be the justication of a specic
method of aggregating these dimensions. However, as soon as thresholds are
involved, choice cannot simply be based on an aggregated index, as this index
could not protect the thresholds from being missed.
Thirdly, sustainable development not only promotes human welfare according to multiple sustainability criteria, it is also a process of change, as also
emphasized by WCED:  Yet in the end, sustainable development is not a xed
state of harmony, but rather a process of change in which the exploitation of
resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development, and institutional change are made consistent with future as well as
present needs. [9, p. 9]
Sustainable development is conceived by WCED as a sequential problem,
solved by a range of decision-making bodies from the local to the global level.
3
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Thus, besides multi-dimensionality, there is a further complicating property for
the concept of sustainability: sustainable development requires that a series of
consecutive decisions be in line with it. Typically, each element of such a series
of decisions may be a decision made by a dierent agent with the same or a
dierent organization.
Therefore, the third structural feature in sustainability dealt with in this dissertation is its sequentiality. It would be heavily myopic to evaluate the choice of
an option with reference to sustainability merely based on the direct performances this option and its alternatives oer in terms of the sustainability indices.
One choice leads to another and can only be as good as what results from that.
Rather, such a choice should be considered part of a sequence of choices which,
in the end, accounts for what is called development. On the other hand, neither
can foresight be unbounded. Unless the sequence of decisions incorporated in
the consideration is cut at some point, the calculation of performances cannot
be interrupted.

1.2

Structural problems in rational decision making with respect to sustainable development

As already indicated, by demanding that conservation and development be
brought together, the WCS provided the basis for an optimization problem.
The CSD, in dening their indicator system, made the problem more apparent.
Whereas these documents strongly support the idea that justication of
a decision as sustainable relies on a plurality of dimensions  represented by
indicators , according to traditional operations research the idea of maximizing
several objectives simultaneously is misconceived altogether. Keeney and Raia
ridicule it as being a romanticist's dream world [37, p. 66].
Traditional operations research, in dealing with one value at a time, provides
decision makers with sets of eligible options: exactly those options make it into
the set which are at least as good as any other available option with respect to
the value in question. This leaves the nal selection to the decision maker, who
thereby cannot commit the irrationality of choosing an inferior alternative.
The quality of an option is typically evaluated against all the consequences
its choice entails  directly or via the direct consequences of induced choices.
In standard consequentialism, the evaluation involves neither how an option
suits past choices nor how its performances structurally occur. This rationale is
perfectly mirrored in the expected utility theory, according to which an option

x is rationally preferred over an option y , if and only if the utility to be expected
from x exceeds the utility to be expected from y .
The conditions under which there always exists a set of eligible options has
been well investigated. An evaluative comparative structure in which all options
are comparable by pairs in terms of the traditional relations of betterness
worseness

(≺)

and equality

(∼),

(),

is part of a sucient condition. Yet, it is the
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condition which multi-dimensional contexts typically lack.
The property of traditional completeness combined with the property of
transitivity implies that in nite nonempty sets of options there is always one
option which is evaluatively at least as well performing as all the others [39,
p. 15]  a clear candidate for choice. Innite countable sets additionally must
be order dense for such options to exist for certain [39, p. 40]. In uncountable
sets of options which are not only complete and transitive but also continuous,
the complete ordering from best to worst options is mirrored by a (continuous)
utility function [41, p. 47].
Furthermore, if the choice is to be made under risk, viz. if the set of options
is a lottery, and if the ordering is not only complete, transitive and continuous
but also independent of third alternatives, then the utility function is an (von
Neumann-Morgenstern) expected utility function [41, p. 173]: the eligibility of
an option can be mirrored by the sum of expected utilities as expressed above.
Preferability and rational choice are best understood in sets of options which
contain at least one element at least as good as any other option. The existence
of a utility function guarantees such elements. This may be the reason why
completeness and transitivity in contexts of certainty and why, additionally,
continuity and independence of third alternatives in risky contexts are sometimes considered minimal standards for rational choice.
However, a multi-dimensional concept like sustainability contradicts this
idea. In such a setting rational choice must be explained although the options are typically not completely ordered by the evaluation of their performance.
Their not being completely ordered by the standard comparative relations of
betterness, worseness, and equality gives rise to structural problems of irrational decisions, two of which are dealt with in this dissertation.
The rst problem is evoked if the structural features of multi-dimensionality
and sequentiality are combined in a specic scenario of choice. In this scenario
sequences of decisions must be made each consisting of choosing one of several
options, wherby the option chosen at decision

n is available at decision n+1. The

irrationality consists in the fact that after the sequence of choices the result may
be an option which performs worse according to all criteria than another option
which would also have been available. Thus, although no risk or uncertainty was
involved, and although all decisions were locally rational, the outcome of the
whole sequence is irrational.
The second problem of irrationality dealt with in this dissertation occurs in
another sequential setting. In this setting, the options are not exchanged with
each other. Rather, as in the context of sustainability, their performances in each
dimension add up to an overall performance. Besides the structural features of
sequentiality and multi-dimensionality being involved, it is also assumed that
the dimensions come with one threshold each. As will be demonstrated, there
are two cases of irrationality occurring in such settings if standard consequentialism is the behaviour norm being obeyed locally by the decision maker: On
the one hand, the thresholds may unnecessarily be missed. That is, although
there would have been a sequence in which all thresholds could have been met,
by following standard consequentialism with its prospective characteristics, this
5
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outcome is missed. On the other hand, the performance in each criterion accumulated in the sequence may be worse than the performance which could have
been accumulated by completing another sequence. Both ways are clear cases
of sequential irrationality.

1.3

Results

According to the rst problem, a justied choice is dicult because a plurality
of dimensions does not fully order the options in the traditional way. The rst
paper of this dissertation deals with the question of whether there is a nontraditional way of comparing options which would help make rational choices.
The problems caused by incomplete orderings have sparked a discussion in
philosophy on whether the traditional relations of betterness, worseness, and
equality exhaust the space of evaluative comparison, viz. whether there might
be more evaluative relations beside these traditional ones. While completeness
may be lacking with regard to the traditional relations, it may still hold if other
relations are taken into consideration.
The paper Parity, Independence, and Choice is a contribution to the aforementioned axiological debate on whether there is at least one more evaluative
relation besides better, worse, and equal with which to compare options with
regard to a certain criterion  for instance with regard to sustainable development.
Ruth Chang [12, 13, 14] suggested there may be one more independent relation, the relation of parity. Also, she expressed hopes that parity may be useful
in avoiding the rst aforementioned sequential irrationality in decision making.
Her papers sparked a debate in which her ideas were as widely dismissed as her
argumentation ignored  with the most interesting exception of Erik Carlson
[11], who oered a formal denition of what Chang might have had in mind.
In Parity, Independence, and Choice it is rst argued that Chang's argumentation for the existence of further evaluative relations is untenable because of an
internal inconsistency. Indeed, it is possible to dene further relations based on
the traditional evaluative relations, some of which may be benecial for decision
making. Yet, these relations are not value relations according to Chang's own
axiological standards. Therefore, her argumentation is inconclusive  a point
not made before.
Secondly, it is shown that Erik Carlson's suggestion does not help avoid the
irrationality in sequential decision problems as Chang had hoped. Finally, it is
formally shown that an alternative denition of parity, which is more elaboratedly developed in the second paper, does better in this respect.
In the second paper, An Application of Parity in Decision Making, parity as
introduced at the end of Parity, Independence, and Choice is embedded into the
theory of revealed preference. By expanding this theory with incomparability,
Kr Eliaz and Efe A. Ok [19] made room for non-traditional relations such as
parity to be revealed.
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It is shown that a concept like parity helps resolve the sequential decision problem which occurs when sequential decisions must be made against a reexive,
transitive but incomplete value or preference ordering  a case much less discussed than irrationality problems due to intransitivity. Also, the parity-solution
is compared to a more orthodox solution involving the concept of transitive
closure. It is hinted that parity rather than transitive closure is involved when
people avoid this problem in real life. Previously, no one was able to show how
an additional relation such as parity could be useful in decision making.
In the third paper, Sequential Multi-Criteria Decision Problems with Thresholds, the problem of sequential decisions with thresholds is discussed as they
arguably occur in the context of sustainable development. The argumentation
builds on recent literature by Xu [62], and Dong and Guo [18], who dynamize
parts of Multi-Criteria-Decision-Analysis (MCDA).
The third paper's central topic is whether the behaviour norm of standard
consequentialism is tenable in an environment in which decisions must be made sequentially, each based on several dimensions and having a threshold. It
is formally shown that standard consequentialism cannot be maintained. Thus,
justication of a choice as sustainable must turn to non-consequentialistic measures. How drastic these measures are depends on whether an aggregated index
is involved in the justication, once the thresholds have been reached.
In the following, these results are presented in more detail:

First paper: Parity, Independence, and Choice

The rst paper of this

dissertation, Parity, Independence, and Choice deals with an argument for the
existence of at least one further basal axiological relation called parity. According
to Ruth Chang [14, 13, 12], who invented the argumentation, parity could hold
between options neither of which is better than the other and which cannot be
equally good overall although they seem to be.
Overall, they seem to be equally good because they perform in a balanced
way with respect to a plurality of criteria
the other option,

B,

C1 , . . . Cn :

One option,

A,

dominates

in performance in some criteria and vice versa. There is no

obvious way to aggregate all of these criteria. Why not assume

A

and

B

to be

equally good and thus equally preferable when it comes to choosing?
If there is a further option,

A+ ,

which slightly dominates

A

in one criterion

and equals it in all the others, this option should be considered equally good as

B

by the considerations above. However, this axiologically results in

longer transitive, as

A+ ∼ B ∼ A

but

A+  A.

∼ being no

From a pragmatic point of view

this may lead to irrational sequences of choice: if, rst,

A+

and

may rationally be chosen. If then, someone oers to exchange

B
B

are oered,
for

A, A

B

may

be chosen. Thus, the sequence of choices is dealt with irrationally.
The axiological problem is solved if

A+

and

B

and if

A

and

B,

respectively,

are considered incomparable rather than equal. If they are considered incomparable,

∼

remains transitive.

Yet, the pragmatic problem persists: How to choose rationally among incomparable options?An arbitrary choice leads to the same problem as when the
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options are considered equal. According to Chang, no justied choice is possible
anyway as there is no axiological ground for such a choice.
This problem seems to have inspired her to look for an additional value
relation which could close the gap and allow for a justied choice which does
not lead to sequential irrationality. Yet, she does not dene such a relation,
but rather oers a dodgy argument in favour its existence. This relation called,
parity, applies exactly to options such as

A

and

B,

which seem to be equal

but cannot be equal for the reasons given above.
The validity of her argumentation was challenged by several writers. Yet,
Erik Carlson [11] seemed to oer a denition of parity which captures Chang's
intuitions.
In the rst paper of this dissertation, Parity, Independence, and Choice, it
is rst shown that Carlson's relation is not an axiological relation according to
Chang's standard because it is context dependent  a property which does not
suit Chang's axiological ideas. A relation

R

dependent of third alternatives, if, whether

b,

is context dependent, also called

aRb

holds for some options

a

and

depends on what other options are available. According to Chang, a value

relation cannot be dependent on third alternatives. Thus, Carlson fails to deliver
a relation according to Chang's requirements.
Secondly, however, it is shown that Chang's argumentation is unsound from
the beginning: if parity exists according to her argumentation, it must be context
dependent.
With this in mind, parity can be dened more pragmatically: if conceived of
as making a dierence in the theory of rational choice it may implicitly be in
use when decision makers circumvent these irrationalities. Thirdly, it is argued
that Carlson's parity does not make this dierence.
Finally, an alternative denition of parity is oered (cf. next subsection)
which is demonstrated to make this dierence.

Second paper: An Application of Parity in Decision-making

1

Paper

two picks up where paper one has left o: the problem of sequences of decisions
which may lead to a sequential irrationality and solutions against it. Here, the
problem is more carefully placed in a specic choice theoretic context, the theory
of revealed preferences [2].
The theory of revealed preferences, which started with Samuelson [51], has
a well established role in microeconomic theory: choice is rational if it could be
interpreted as based on a rational revealed preference relation [41].
Recent interests in the theory of revealed preferences have concerned the
axiom of completeness. Eliaz and Ok [19] have shown how incomparability can
be distinguished from indierence. Their renement makes it possible to interpret certain behaviour as rendering options incomparable, wheras previously
the same behaviour would  somewhat inappropriately  be interpreted as revealing equality between options. As according to Eliaz' and Ok's approach

1 An

earlier, German version of this paper has been published by Allenspach as [1].
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some options remain traditionally incomparable, this makes room for additional
comparative relations such as parity.
In the denition of parity oered in the dissertation, options are considered
on a par which are traditionally incomparable but in the same league. Leagues
are dened through stage-by-stage skimming of maximal elements, maximal
elements being elements which have been revealed not to be worse than any
other.
According to this conception, parity is revealed by randomly choosing among
options

x and y

which are traditionally incomparable but in the same league. It

is shown that revealing parity in this way solves the sequential decision problem
mentioned above.

A

can never be randomly chosen over

B

because they are

neither on a par nor equal.
Furthermore, this solution is contrasted with a more orthodox solution involving transitive closure. The solution according to transitive closure bases the
rationality of current choices on past choices. For instance, if
over

A+

ure must pick
closure,

B

has been chosen

in the example above, the decision maker adhering to transitive clos-

A

B

over

A

in consequent choices. However, according to transitive

can be chosen over

B

if

B

has not been chosen over

A+ ,

before.

The paper suggests that the structural solution of parity is more plausibly
applied. It seems unlikely that the random choice of an option generates a reason
for further action. As compared to that, value structures give reasons for action
by default.

Third paper: Sequential Multi-Criteria Decision Problems with Thres-

holds

Finally, in the third paper Sequential Multi-Criteria Decision Problems

with Thresholds it is argued that sequential decision problems dealt with in
the rst two papers in a rather abstract and more simplistic kind of way are
notorious when justifying choices with respect to sustainable development.
The danger of this second kind of irrational choices stems from the three
structural properties occurring in this context: multi-dimensionality, sequences,
and thresholds.
The paper builds on a formal framework in the theory of Multi-CriteriaDecision-Analysis (MCDA): Xu [62], Don and Guo [18] and others have given
MAUT a dynamic spin by introducing multi-periodic yields. They call this new
branch of MCDA multi-period multi-attribute decision making (MP-MADM).

Sequential Multi-Criteria Decision Problems with Thresholds builds on this
framework. However, it also makes clear that several changes must be made in
order for the setup to model decisions in the context of sustainability:
First, decisions in the context of sustainable development must refer to thresholds. Thus, an option which allows it to reach a certain threshold must be
superior to an option which makes it impossible to obtain. Normalized overall
performance is merely relevant among options which are either all in line with
all thresholds or are all not so. Thresholds dened for each dimension are a
measure to be taken in praxis to guarantee the impact of each dimension.
Secondly, choices must be made at several points in time. It is not important
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that options generate several yields in several periods of time but that yields are
generated by options chosen at several points in time. Xu's formal framework is
altered to factor this in.
As all decisions in this setting are made under certainty, this sequential
multi-dimensional decision-problem with thresholds can only be considered rationally solved if the performances accumulated by completing a certain branch
of options meets the critical limits  if this is possible  and is maximal.
It is investigated whether the economic paradigm of a behaviour norm 
standard consequentialism (SC)  leads to rational results in such a context:
At each decision point

t

choose an option

a

which is the starting

point of a truncated branch out of the set of optimal truncated
branches.
Truncated branches are branches which are still feasible at a certain point in the
sequential decision problem. SC, with its focus on future consequences, requires
optimizing on truncated branches exclusively.
Using a hypothetical formal example, it is shown that SC is not sequentially
rational in these contexts even if all decisions are made under certainty. That
is, abiding by SC leads to a sequential irrationality.
In order to avoid the irrationality, measures must be taken which cannot
be considered consequentialistic. Basically, the performances of past choices,
usually dubbed as sunk costs must be included. This can be accomplished by
applying a new behaviour norm:
At each decision point

t

choose an option

a

which is an element of

an optimal branch among the branches still feasible at

t.

Thereby, what is rationally preferred locally is bound by what is globally sound,
globally referring to past and future decisions.
If the relevance of aggregation, alias normalized overall performances, is denied altogether, as by Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi (see above), even options which
have never been directly feasible must be considered. They must be considered
because in these cases all branches oered by the decision problem must be
considered relevant at all times.
The behaviour norm becomes:
At each decision point

t choose an option a which is an element of an

optimal branch among all branches oered by the decision problem.
Thereby, what is globally considered relevant is not restricted to past decisions
but may even be based on hypothetical decisions. It is necessary to consider the
performances of options which have never even been close of being chosen, as
the branch they are on has long been left.
It is formally demonstrated that by abiding by these behaviour norms the

2

second problem of sequential irrationality can be blocked.

2 Some

alternative ideas have been presented by Hirsch Hadorn, Allenspach, and Brun [33].
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Conclusions and further research

The formal investigation into multi-dimensional sequential choices with threshold as undertaken in this disseration is on a fundamental level and thus simplistic compared to justifying practical cases of decision making: Sequential decision problems consist of a xed and known set of options. Choices are made
under certainty. Thresholds are constant.
Yet, there are things to learn from the sheer structural features oered by
this setting. Basically, there can be no justication of a choice of a policy option
without reference to upcoming events and choices. Moreover, the less aggregation the multi-dimensional problem allows, the less accurate the standard consequentialism is with its purely prospective approach. Thresholds alone make it
necessary to take note of what choices have already been made. Additionally, if
there is no full aggregation of criteria, not only past choices must be considered
when pondering a current decision, but also those options which were never even
close to being chosen  hypothetical options.
Further research should develop this approach by removing some of various
idealizations. Sequential multi-dimensional decision making should apply to lotteries. Also, thresholds should be made dynamic, viz. it should be possible to
alter them at certain points in time.
Removing such idealizations will create more structural problems, which in
turn need to be dealt with before the choice of real policy options can seriously
be considered justied. For instance, shifting thresholds may likely entail new
sequential irrationalities if not treated with systematic care: choices which make
good sense with respect to one threshold may prove to be disasterous considering
another.
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Chapter 2
Parity, Independence, and
Choice

Urs Allenspach

1

Abstract
Ruth Chang launched the idea of a basal, non-traditional, evaluative relation of
parity. Her infamous argumentation, however, failed to actually dene parity.
Supposedly, this additional value relation would resolve a problem of dynamic
irrationality in the theory of choice by adding conditions for the permissibility
of choice. Erik Carlson has oered a denition to demystify the concept. This
paper points out that Carlson's parity is not independent of third alternatives
and thus not a value relation as envisioned by Chang. It is then shown, however,
that no value relation can comply with the requirements of her argumentation.
Thus, Carlson's concession is necessary. Finally, the paper points to an alternative denition of parity which, as opposed to Chang's conception and Carlson's
denition, solves the problem of dynamic irrationality.

2.1

Introduction

Over the last few years there has been considerate debate on the concept of
parity, much of which has been motivated by Ruth Chang [12, 13, 14]. Chang
challenged the so-called trichotomy thesis, which states that the traditional
value relations better than, worse than, and equally as good as exhaust the
conceptual space of evaluative comparison between two items with respect to a

2 According to her, there is space for a fourth value relation called

certain value.

1 This

paper is based on the author's research within the projects COST E45 and ClimPol

of ETH Domain.

2 The

more general standard and dimension are often used instead of value.
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parity.
Parity is supposed to be a value relation on all fours with the usual three
[14, pp.

334-335].

That is, parity is a fourth `positive' value relation of in-

dependent standing, not subsumable under the familiar trichotomy of relations

3

`better than', `worse than', and `equally good' [14, p. 331].
Options are on a par with respect to a standard
on the same level concerning

S

S , when they are performing

and yet not equally well.

Thus, it can be

understood from Chang's example of Mozart and Michelangelo [13, p.

659]:

Each composer trumps the other in some aspects of creativity  creativity in
dierent art forms, in instrumentation, in dynamics, etc. , yet one may consider
them on the same level, viz. on a par in terms of creativity.
Why not consider them equally creative?The small improvement argument, which will be introduced in sect. 2.2, creates a problem.
Chang's arguing that parity is as basal as betterness, equality, or worseness
is vital to her making a point at all. Certainly, no sophisticated argumentation
is needed to demonstrate that plenty of relations can be stipulated on a quasiordered set of options

(X, %).4

For an example, see Carlson's [11, p.

122]

relation of almost betterness in sect. 2.3.
Except for being basal, parity is assumed to help solve problems in theory of choice:

I believe that there is a distinctive role for parity to play in

understanding rational choice [14, p. 345].
This role seems to be to establish comparability where traditionally there
was none, allowing for rational choice where previously no choice was justied.

a+

Assume

b

to be a better option with respect to a value

to be incomparable to both

a

and

a+ .

ativism, no rational choice can be taken based on

a+

b

and

[12, pp.

11-13].

However, were

then comparability in terms of

V

V

than

a,

and assume

Then, according to Chang's compar-

a

and

V when oered a and b or
b on a par (or: a+ and b),

would be restored and a rational choice made

possible.
Clearly, Chang is opposed to Sen's concept of maximality justifying choice
[53, 54], an option being maximal if and only if no option dominates it.

By

applying maximization to rational choice, it would be permissible to select either

a

or

b

and

a+

or

b,

respectively.

Two ideas of when a choice between two options is permissible collide here:
Comparativists like Chang demand what Sen calls optimization:

x

is permissibly chosen over

y,

i

x%y

Sen himself argues for what he calls maximization:

x

is permissibly chosen over

3 Positive

y,

i

¬(y  x)

is a value relation if it represents a genuine way of relating two options.

By

contrast, negative value relations like not worse than add nothing to the idea the positive
relation of worseness oers [13, p. 663].

4 As

usual,

¬(y % x).

%

is interpreted as at least as good.

They are equal in value

(x ∼ y),

i

x%y
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i

x%y
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Trivially, if

x and y

are incomparable, either can permissibly be chosen over the

other when maximization is applied, whereas none can permissibly be chosen
over the other when optimization is applied.
However, maximization causes problems when applied sequentially: If rst

b because b is not trumped by a+ . If,
afterwards, a is oered in exchange for b, a may permissibly be chosen because
+
it is not trumped by b. Altogether two locally rational choices, b over a , and
a over b, lead to a dynamic irrationality: one ends with an option worse than

oered

a+

and

b,

it is permissible to chose

possible although no risk was involved. [12, p. 11]
More generally and more formally, the following will herein be referred to as

the problem of dynamic irrationality :

Ck (Yk ) = yk be the k -th choice made in an n-sequential choice problem.
n sequential choice situations, exactly one option, yk , out of a set
of feasible options, Yk , which is part of a set of available options X , Yk ⊆ X ,
1 ≤ k ≤ n, must be chosen. Furthermore, let the sequential choice problem
assume that yk is available in Yk+1 , 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. The availability of chosen
Let

In each of the

options in the next choice situation is what allows the unfortunate exchanges as
described by Chang.

Problem of dynamic irrationality
The last option chosen in the

n-sequential choice problem is dominated by an

option which was also feasible in at least one situation in the sequence. Formally

∃y ∈

[

Yk [y  Cn (Yn )]

k
At rst Chang [12, p. 11] hoped that the introduction of parity could solve this
problem of dynamic irrationality, which she likens to the problem of moneypumped preferences. The idea was to restrict the permissibility given by maximization to freely choose among traditionally incomparable options to those
options which are on a par. Thus, maximization becomes:

x

is permissibly chosen over

y,

i

(x % y)

or (x is on a par with

y)

Yet, Chang [14, pp. 346-347] conceded that her approach to parity would not
solve that problem in any way. If

a

and

b,

as well as

a+

and

b

are on a par,

it would again, in both situations be permitted to select each of them and the

5 Chang therefore concludes: The

dynamic irrationality would not be blocked.

rational permissibility of choosing either of two items on a par, then, must be
constrained by one's other choices. [14, p. 347]
As will be argued in sect. 2.3, this is the concession which makes it possible
to dene parity in such a way that is useful to choice theory.

However, this

relation of parity will not be a value relation according to Chang's standards.
Rather, the motivation to dene parity as in sect. 2.5 will stem entirely from
its use in solving problems of rational choice.

5 Peterson

[46] is also concerned with this phenomenon.
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Such an approach may go against the anti-buckpassing view, held by Chang
and others [14, p. 336], according to which the buck of what relations should be
involved in choice cannot be passed from value theory to the theory of rational

6

choice.

Chang's reasoning for the existence of parity as a value relation is based on
two major arguments: the small improvement argument and the chaining argument. The small improvement argument is held to provide cases of traditionally
incomparable items. The chaining argument applies after cases of traditional
incomparability have been accounted for. The argument is supposed to prove
that some of these items are comparable by standards of an additional relation
of evaluative comparisoni.e. parity.
It is worth noting that Chang does not oer a denition of parity. She simply
attempts to demonstrate that there are cases of comparability in which none
of the traditional relations apply. Hence, she concludes that there must be an
additional evaluative relation at work.
Erik Carlson has recently oered a denition of parity to demystify the
concept. He claims his parity to be about what Chang envisioned it to be.
In sect. 2.3 this paper shows that Carlson's parity is not independent of third
alternatives and thus not a value relation as envisioned by Chang. Independence
of third alternatives is essential to Chang's argumentation since parity, as all
comparability, is based on an evaluative dierence [13, pp.

663-664] between

items.
Yet, as is shown in sect.

2.4, no denition of parity which is in line with

Chang's chaining argument can be independent of third alternatives.

Thus,

there is a serious aw in her argumentation and Carlson's concession is necessary.
Finally, in sect. 2.5, the paper turns to the choice problem which parity was
arguably envisaged to help solve.

As Carlson's denition does not immunize

against dynamic irrationality  a goal he was not striving for , the aforementioned alternative denition is demonstrated to solve the problem.
Sect. 2.2 begins with the reconstruction of Chang's introduction to parity
as a basis for the claims made in subsequent sections.

2.2

Chang's approach to parity

According to Chang [12, 13, pp. 5-6, pp. 666-667], every concept of comparison
must be perceived as related to a covering consideration.

6 There

Whether the com-

have been at least two other buck-passing attempts to dene parity, one by Joshua

Gert, the other by Wlodek Rabinowicz. They will not be discussed here to any great extent.
Parity by Gert [26] has already been critisized by Chang [14] and Rabinowicz [47] for several
reasons. Most importantly, it is not applicable to all quasi-orders as mentioned by Rabinowicz
[47, p. 35] with reference to Carlson [10]. The intersection modelling by Rabinowicz [47, 48],
in turn, oers a wide array of binary relations, parity being among them but more remotely
linked to Chang's story than the herein discussed attempt by Carlson.

For those familiar

with Rabinowicz' conception, it should be clear that his parity cannot block the dynamic
irrationality. Let, for instance,
and
if

a

b

which are

and

b

A = {a = (5, 5, 7), a+ = (6, 6, 8), b = (4, 6, 9)}.

fully on a par, b is choiceworthy because it is weakly optimal.

are oered. Thus, dynamic irrationality is possible.
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parative concept is nonevaluative as less and more or whether it is evaluative
as better and worse, there is a covering consideration  a covering value in the
latter case  required to render the comparison meaningful.
There are covering values which are determined by so-called contributory values and others which are not. The covering value of creativity for instance, which
was used in the example of Mozart and Michelangelo has many dimensions, viz.
contributory values.Multi-dimensional covering values, viz.

covering values

which are fed by contributory values, seem to promote the phenomenon Chang
calls parity.
Chang [12, 13, 14] challenges the so-called trichotomy thesis by claiming
that in addition to the traditional three relations of evaluative comparison,
betterness, worseness, and equality, there is a neglected fourth value relation
called parity.

7 Two items related by parity are said to be on a par.

Chang does not oer a denition of parity.

Instead, she argues for the

possibility of such a relation via two major arguments: the small improvement
argument and the chaining argument.
The small improvement argument is drawn from works by de Sousa, Raz
and Sinnott-Armstrong [13, p. 667]. It is held to provide cases of traditionally
incomparable items.
of items

a

and

better than

b

b

That is to say, the argument is perceived to yield pairs

in such a way that they are neither equally valuable nor is

or vice versa.

Under conventional conditions,

8

a

and

b

a

are thus

incomparable.

Small improvement argument

a is neither better nor worse than b with respect to V . Assume
c is slightly better than a but still neither better nor worse
9
than b. Thus, on pain of violating BE-transitivity a (or: c) and b cannot be
equally valuable with respect to V . [13, pp. 667-668]
Assume that

furthermore that

For a possible illustration of this case, consider example 1, Fig. 1, in sect.
2.3.
Obviously, the argument hinges on the existence of contexts in which there
are pairs of items,

a

(or:

c)

and

other, as well as pairs of items,

b, neither of which is better or worse than the
a+ and a, related by betterness. This is where

multi-dimensional aspect comes into play in oering these settings. When options perform very dierently on various aspects of one comparative concept 
as Mozart and Michelangelo do with respect to creativity , it is hard to judge
whether one trumps the other altogether.

It is in these cases that the small

improvement argument provides an answer to whether

a

(or:

a+ )

and

b

can be

7 The trichotomy thesis has been defended by Broome [7], Constantinescu [15], and others.
8 Espinoza [23] argues that what seem to be cases of traditional incomparability are in fact
cases of a vague application of traditional relations. Klocksiem [38] argues for incomparability
being the result of defectively dened covering values.

9 BE-transitivity

equal to

z,

then

x

is short for betterness-equality-transitivity: If

is better than

z.

x

is better than

EB-transitivity works correspondingly.
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comparable at all: They cannot in terms of the last traditional relation available: equality. Thus, the argument demonstrates that one cannot consistently
assume such hard cases to be equal. If no further relation is available, as there

10

traditionally is not, then these pairs must be considered incomparable.

According to Chang, this outcome may be considered counterintuitive. In
many cases, we may consider some of the options on the same level in terms of
the value in question, i.e. creativity, thus being evaluatively comparable. Using
Chang's termini, they may be on a par or stand in the relation of parity although
not equal or one strictly better.

At this point, Chang's chaining argument

moves into the picture, showing that

11
comparable.

a

and

b

as well as

a+

and

b

are indeed

The argument's premise is what Chang calls the small unidimensional difference principle [13, p. 674].

Small unidimensional dierence principle
If

x

and

z

are comparable and if

sional dierence, then

y

and

z

x

and

y

vary merely by a small unidimen-

are comparable.

If the small unidimensional dierence principle is true, then we can conclude
that two traditionally incomparable items

a

b must be comparable in some
c, b is traditionally comparable
dierent items connecting c with a.
and

non-traditional way as soon as there is an option
to and there is a chain of unidimensionally
For, if there is such a chain, then

b,

by the small unidimensional dierence

principle, is comparable to each of the chain's items and thus to

a.

This is the

chaining argument.

Chaining argument
Assume there are two traditionally incomparable items

x

and

y

(e.g.

as

suggested by the small improvement argument). Assume too that there is an

y is traditionally comparable, and a chain of unidimensionally
z1 , . . . , zn , with z1 = z and zn = x. Then, according to the small
unidimensional dierence principle, x and y are (non-traditionally) comparable.

option

z

to which

dierent items,

Chang gives the following example:

Although it is hard compare Mozart

and Michelangelo in terms of creativity, they need not be incomparable in that

10 Another

example:

Microeconomics widely deals with

which are related by the product-order.

n-dimensional

bundles of goods

The best options according to the product-order

appear on the Pareto frontier.

11 One

consequence of the argumentation herein and which points against Chang is that it

is not meaningful to consider items on a par in terms of a value alone, but only in terms of a
value and a situation in which a choice must be made between these options. This does not
satisfy the demands of the Mozart-Michelangelo-example. However, it can be improved, for
instance, by thinking of a situation in which one of these composers has to be chosen for a
big commemoration.
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As soon as there is a sculptor (talentlessi) who is clearly inferior

to Michelangelo concerning creativity and a series of artists which are unidimensionally better than one another, starting with talentlessi and ending with
Mozart, comparability with Mozart is preserved through the chain of small
unidimensional dierences, and thus we arrive at the conclusion that Mozart is
comparable with Michelangelo [13, p. 674]
The existence of such a chain may be referred to as the chaining premise of
parity (chaining premise). Two items

x and y

meet the chaining premise, if and

only if

Chaining premise
There is an option

z

to which

y

is traditionally comparable and there is a

chain of unidimensionally dierent items,

z1 , . . . , zn ,

with

z1 = z

and

zn = x

.

The chaining premise is a sucient condition for the possibility of a nontraditional evaluative relation, given the small improvement argument and the

12

chaining argument.

Although Chang has never given a denition of parity that, together with the
traditional relations, would render the small unidimensional dierence principle
true and the chaining argument sound, she has repeatedly insisted on parity
being as basal an evaluative relation as those three.

Parity is assumed to be

a value relation on all fours with the usual three [14, pp. 334-335]. That is,
parity is a fourth `positive' value relation of independent standing, not subsumable under the familiar trichotomy of relations `better than', `worse than', and
`equally good' [14, pp. 334-335].
Evaluative relations, in turn, are relations which hold due to an evaluative
dierence between items. Chang explains
 [...] If items are comparable, there is an evaluative dierence between them; if they are incomparable, there is no evaluative dierence between them. There is a sense in which there is no evaluative
dierence between items that are equally good, but the sense of `no
evaluative dierence' that obtains when items are incomparable excludes there being any dierence whatever, even a zero dierence.
[...]

We can then put the issue between the tetrachotomists and

trichotomists in these terms: the tetrachotomist thinks that even if
one item is neither better nor worse than another and the items are
not equally good, there may nevertheless be an evaluative dierence
between them; the trichotomist denies this [...] [13, pp. 663-664]
As claried further by Chang [12, p. 26] the basal relation of betterness comes
with a positively biased evaluative dierence, worseness with a negatively biased
and equality with an unbiased evaluative dierence of zero. The fourth value

12 The

chaining argument has recently been questioned by Boot [6].
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relation  parity  is assumed to come with a non-zero unbiased evaluative
dierence.
The notion of nonzero, unbiased dierence is familiar.

We might

want to know the unbiased dierence in the time it takes to get
to London by two dierent routes. Is the dierence between going
via Oxford and going via Cambridge greater than an hour?

Or

we might want to know the nonzero, unbiased dierence in length
between two novels, or in price between two kitchen appliances or in
mass between two heavenly bodies. In mathematics, the unbiased 
`absolute'  dierence between 3 and 5, and 5 and 3, is 2. Of course,
these examples of unbiased dierences correlate with an underlying
biased dierence. I want to suggest that in the evaluative realm there
can be unbiased diereces without there being underlying biased
dierences. [12, p. 26]
As identied by Carlson [11, pp. 120-122], it remains obscure what evaluative
dierence Chang has in mind between items which are on a par.

The idea

of a non-zero, unbiased evaluative dierence which is not based on a biased
evaluative dierence remains dubious.

Yet, the existence of these dierences

decide the case between trichotomists who do not believe in more than three
basal evaluative relations, and tetrachotomists, who believe in four. The latter
are right if there are nonzero, unbiased dierences in the evaluative realm which
are not based on biased dierences.
Fortunately, we need not decide this case here.

What is crucial for the

forthcoming argumentation is Chang's use of the concept of dierence.

This

use provides an axiological perspective which can be shown to be incompatible
with the chaining argument.
As Chang's examples indicate, the dierence concept is borrowed from mathematics, where it stands for the result of a subtraction: dierences in time, in
length, in prices, in mass, in numbers with no quantity all result from a subtraction  a subtraction between two sheer numbers, two numbers in kilograms,
dollars, metres, or seconds.
The examples could hardly be more revealing: Subtractions are binary operations. Thus, the result of a subtraction, viz. a dierence, depends precisely on
two objects. Whether one is a trichotomist, viz. a philosopher who believes in
the trichotomy thesis, or a tetrachotomist, viz. a philosopher who thinks there
is a fourth value relation, value relations always bear on dierences between
evaluated objects.
This is a remarkable axiological commitment.

According to Chang, it is

correct to think about value relations in binary terms.

Value relations are

relations which hold between items independent of third alternatives. That is,
whether

xRy or ¬(xRy), x and y being two options and R being a value relation,
z .13

does not depend on the existence of any further option

13 The term independency of third alternatives will be used interchangeably with the term
context independence. Independence of third alternatives is a topic in collective choice theory
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Value relations may be considered context independent because they compare some (intrinsic) property shared by the options, as hinted by Carlson [11,
p.

121].

Although it is not reected in his own denition of parity, Carlson

also seems to read Chang as axiologically committed to properties. Axiological
dierence would then be dierence in development of a property. For
least as good as

V

as

b, V

b

in terms of value

V, a

a to be at

would have to have at least as much of

being a property.

Parity's being as basal as betterness, worseness, or equality thus implies that
parity is context independent. In order to count as a value relation, it needs
to be as independent of third alternatives as betterness, worseness and equality

14

supposedly are.

2.3

Carlson's context dependent concept

Carlson [11] gives a denition of parity which comes as close to Chang's blueprint
as possible.

The denition involves two steps.

First, a new relation called

almost betterness is dened, from which parity may then be produced.
Let

(X, %)

be a quasi-ordered set of options, the quasi-order

properties which allow it to be interpreted as at least as goodness.
dened as

x%y

and

% having the
x  y is then

¬(y % x).

Almost betterness
Let

x, y ∈ X . x

1.

is almost better than

y (x 3 y),

i

∀z ∈ X[(x  z) → ¬(z  y)]

2. and
(a)

∀w ∈ X[(w  x) → (w  y)]

(b)

∀v ∈ X[(y  v) → (x  v)]

or

Parity
Let

x, y ∈ X . x

1. Neither

is on a par with

x % y,

nor

y%x

y (x  y),

i

and

as well as in expected utility theory  in the latter in the form of the independence axiom.
The basis for all of these variations is the idea that a relation between objects remains stable
regardless of which other objects exist.

14 There

is a passage in which Chang speaks of binary value relations when explaining that

comparability always comes with a covering consideration: ...all (binary) value relations are
strictly three-place: X is better than Y with respect to V. Since explicit reference to a covering
consideration in every instance is cumbersome, we omit such reference, but an appropriate
covering consideration is always implied.

[13, p. 666]Yet, this can hardly be interpreted

as an explicit commitment either to binary value relations or as an indication that there may
be

n-ary

value relations,

n > 2.
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∃z ∈ X[
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(z  x) ∧ (z 3 y) or
(z  y) ∧ (z 3 x) or
(x  z) ∧ (y 3 z) or
(y  z) ∧ (x 3 z)]

As the following examples also given by Carlson, illustrate, parity is well distinguished from equality as well as from incomparability.

example 1

example 3

example 2

d u
CC
 C
 C
c u
C
Cu b
a u
A

A 

e Au

c0 u

ud0

a0 u

ub0

e0 u

uf 0

c00 u
BB
 B
B

Bub00

00 u
a
BB

B 
B 
d00 Bu

Fig. 1 Parity, incomparability, and equality, as illustrated in Carlson [11, p. 123]

Parity is distinguished from equality, as example 3 in Fig. 1 illustrates: Since

a00

and

b00

do not trump each other and thereby relate perfectly likewise to all

other options, nothing should prevent them from being equal. Therefore, the
fact that parity does not apply here seems reasonable.
Also, the denition leaves room for incomparability, as is shown in example 2:
neither

c0 , nor a0 , or e0

(group 1) is in any way related to

d0 , b0 , or f 0

(group 2) 

neither directly, nor by way of third options. Consequently, it seems reasonable
to consider the options of group 1 and of group 2 to be incomparable.
Finally, example 1 oers insight into parity:

a

and

b

as well as

b

and

c

are

on a par because they are likewise comparable to all available options except for
those in the local area comprising

a, b,

and

c.

They are candidates for equality.

Yet, due to the local anomaly they cannot be equal. Parity comes as a loophole.
It is irreexive, symmetric, and (hence) not transitive.
However, this denition, which is supposed to capture the intuitions underlying Chang's defence of parity [11, p. 122], carries two problems.
First, it does not capture these intuitions, since, obviously, it is not independent of third alternatives:

c
b, c 3 b.

existence of
than

a

being on a par with

and its being better than
Therefore,



a, c  a,

b, a  b,

depends on the

and its being almost better

is not on all fourths with the traditional relations

and not even a value relation at all, given Chang's axiological requirements.
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Yet, as will be shown in the next section, it is the chaining argument itself
which makes it impossible to have parity in line with these axiological standards.
Thus, Chang's argumentation is inconsistent in that respect and Carlson's concession is necessary.
This is an opportunity: Since parity cannot be a value relation (according
to Chang's axiological requirements), it can be more freely developed. Yet, one
would like to dene it in such a way that it helps solve problems like dynamic
irrationality.
The second problem with Carlson's denition is that it does not help resolve
these diculties.

As already hinted by Chang, her conception of parity, as

reconstructed by Carlson, does not oer any permissibility conditions to the
theory of rational choice which would allow the problem of dynamic irrationality

15 As

to be resolved.

are both available,

c is on a par with b, b can be chosen over c. If then b and a
a may be chosen. Thus, one may end this 2-sequential choice

problem with an option worse than possible.

2.4

What the chaining argument implies

In order to demonstrate that the chaining argument implies parity to be context
dependent, it must be assumed that parity does not conceptually ll the space
of traditional incomparability. Thus, it is assumed that parity does not just
postulatively relate options which are traditionally incomparable. This should
be in line with Chang for two reasons:
First, the idea of a non-biased dierence in value between two objects 
although obscure  does not exclude there being options having no evaluative
dierence at all, not even a dierence of zero (which would render them equal).
Even if four value relations apply to a set of options, this set may contain incomparable options. And, as Chang [13, p. 664, fn. 6] claries, this incomparability
is dierent from noncomparability. Noncomparability arises when two objects
are compared with respect to a standard that applies at best to one of them.
For instance, when comparing the number 5 and an apple in terms of fruitiness.
Secondly, the introduction of a fourth value relation, using the idea of a nonbiased dierence, does not exclude there being more ideas that could establish
even more value relations. Refusing dogmatic trichotomism [13, p. 663], Chang
can hardly be a dogmatic tetrachotomist: if there is conceptual space for one
additional value relation and there is an idea for a fourth, there may even be
more value relations.
Now, it is possible to demonstrate that  given the chaining argument 
parity is dependent on third alternatives if it does not conceptually collapse
into traditional incomparability:
In general, if
relation

15 Gert

(X, %)

is a quasi-ordered set as introduced above, a further

can be dened for those pairs

x

and

y

in

X

which are traditionally

[26, pp. 495-496] also insists on the importance of practical relevance to parity: It

is clear that Chang does not see the notion of parity as sensibly applied to a pair of items
unless practical reason might actually be faced with a choice between them.
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incomparable  parity.
As parity does not collapse into traditional incomparability, there must be at
least one quasi-ordered set
and

y

(X, %) which comprises at least one pair of options x
(A, %)

which are incomparable according to all involved relations. When

is that set and

a

b

and

are these options, we thus have

¬(a % b) ∧ ¬(b % a) ∧ ¬(a
It follows that

a

and

b

b)

do not meet the chaining premise, since otherwise

a b would
z1 , . . . , zn in A linking a
c1 , . . . , cn be such a chain

the chaining argument would prove them comparable and thus
hold. This implies that there is no chain of options
and

b

as required by the chaining premise. Now let

 a chain which does not exist in
of options together with

ci

diers from

ci+1

a

and

b.16

A

but which may exist in some other set

Thus,

b

is traditionally comparable to

c1 ,

merely by a small unidimensional dierence, which makes

them traditionally comparable, and

B := {a, b, c1 , . . . cn }.

cn = a.

Consider the new set of options

According to the chaining argument,

a

b

holds in

B,

being the additional parity relation. Thus, by changing the options which
coexist with
alternatives.

a

17

and

b

in a set, it is shown that

is not independent of third

The following example may help to clarify the argumentation: Let all options be represented by an element of
included in the covering value. Let

%

Rn , n

being the number of dimensions

be the product-order dened on

Rn ,

thus

(x1 , . . . , xn ) % (y1 , . . . , yn ), if and only if xi ≥ yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (X, %) is then a
n
quasi-order, for all X ⊆ R . For each dimension, there is a δ ∈ R which marks
what a small dierence is.
Let

a, b ∈ A, a = (6, 2, 1, 6), b = (1, 1, 6, 7)

being two traditionally incom-

parable options which must exist according to the premise that parity does not

a, b ∈ R4  thus the covering value is four-dimensional. Let the small dierence δ be 2 in each dimension.
Then, as a and b are incomparable in A, there is no chain of options c1 , . . . , cn
in A, such that a (or b) is superior to c1 and cn = b (or a) whereby ci diers
from ci+1 by maximally 2 in one dimension. Consider now the set of options B
collapse into traditional incomparability. Obviously

16 As

Chang's introduction of Talentlessi and a chain of unidimensionally dierent artists in

her Mozart-Michelangelo-example show, these chains can be introduced quite freely. Yet, in
order to avoid traditional incomparability to collapse into parity, one cannot in general assume
the existence of all options one can imagine (Spohn), since if all options are combined with
each other via a chain of options with small unidimensional dierences, they are all comparable
 either traditionally or in terms of parity. Hence, on the one hand, it is necessary to clearly
distinguish between specic sets including more or less items, some of which are comparable
within that set in order to avoid a trivial collapsing. On the other hand, one can imagine a set
of options in which all objects are linked by chains. The context dependence of parity, which
is currently demonstrated, seems to result from this oddity in Chang's setting.

17 In

to

%,

a similar way it can be shown that if more than one non-traditional relation is added

at least one of them must be context dependent. Viz. at least one of them cannot be a

value relation according to Chang.
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which is gained by adding some elements to

a

and

b:

B = {a, b, c = (1, 2, 1, 7), d = (1, 1, 1, 7),
e = (1, 2, 1, 6), f = (1, 1, 3, 7), g = (1, 1, 5, 7)}
a and b are comparable in B , which can be proved by the chain consisting
e, c, d, f, g, b. Thus, parity cannot be independent from the context of the

Then,
of

items as long as there are at least two traditionally incomparable items.

2.5

Avoiding the dynamic irrationality

Since Chang's argumentation for a fourth value relation is awed, we are free
to solve the problem of dynamic irrationality with any non-basic relation.
Before doing so, it should be mentioned that there are several more and
quite dierent approaches to solving this problem, the idea of introducing new
comparative relations like parity being just one of many.

An alternative to

18 When applying transitive closure,

attacking the problem is transitive closure.

there is no need for additional relations. Instead, as opposed to the following
solution, transitive closure builds on past choices.
rational or not depends on the choices made before.

Thus, whether a choice is

19

This is not the case in the following approach which includes a new relation
of parity.

20

(X, %)

%,
x  y , strict betterness, is then
dened as x % y and ¬(y % x); equality, x ∼ y , as x % y and y % x.
For any such quasi-ordered set (X, %), the set of maximal options is dened
Let

be a quasi-ordered set of options, whereby the quasi-ordering

as usual, is interpreted as at least as goodness.

as
max(X, %)

:= {x ∈ X; ¬∃y ∈ X[y  x]}

The set of maximal options, max(X, %), comprises those options which can
permissibly be chosen out of

X

in Sen's maximality-approach.

is now used recursively to partition the quasi-ordered set

max(Xi , %),

This concept

(X, %)

in leagues,

of options:

X1 := X
Xi+1 := Xi \max(Xi , %)
Let L(x) be the number of the league in which an option

x∈X

is present.

Hence,
L(x)

18 An

= i ↔ x ∈ max(Xi , %)

introduction to the concept of transitive closure can be found in literature on partially

ordered sets (posets) as in Trotter [59].

19 More

on how transitive closure blocks the problem can be found in the second paper of

this dissertation.

20 Elster

[20, 21, 22], McClennen [42] and other authors on the many problems of rational

choice are good sources for more alternative solutions.
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Finally, parity can be dened for pairs of traditionally incomparable items based

21

on membership in the same league.
Let

x, y ∈ X . x

is on a par with

y (x

y),

i

¬(x % y) ∧ ¬(y % x)
and
L(x)

= L(y)

This relation of parity has somewhat dierent properties compared to parity
as mentioned by Chang and dened by Carlson: it is also irreexive and symmetric, but distinctly transitive.

22 A binary relation

R

on a set

X

is herein called

distinctly transitive if and only if it is transitive for non-equivalent triplets of

23

options. Formally, if the following condition holds:

∀x, y, z ∈ X[(x 6∼ y ∧ y 6∼ z ∧ x 6∼ z ∧ xRy ∧ yRz) → xRz]
Parity, as dened above, contains pairs of options which are equi-permissibly
chosen.

In fact, this is the justication for introducing the concept of parity

altogether: the concept includes those options which are equi-permissibly chosen
despite not being equivalent in value.

A = {a, b, c, d, e}

Consider Carlson's example 1. In example 1,

is the set of

relevant options. It is partitioned into the following leagues:

max(A1 , %) = {d}
max(A2 , %) = {b, c}
max(A3 , %) = {a}
max(A4 , %) = {e}
Thus, according to this approach,
not.

b

and

c

are on a par whereas

Hence, it is permissible to choose either

not permissible to choose either

a

or

b.

b

or

c

a

and

b

are

if oered both, but it is

Thus, incomparable options dier from

options on a par.
Another quasi-order helps demonstrate the unavoidable context sensitivity

21 A

variation of this conception,

revealed

parity, as part of the revealed preference theory

(instead of value theory), will be introduced in the second paper of this dissertation.

22 Carlson's

parity is not distinctly transitive. Example 1, Fig. 1, is a counter example as 

according to the following denition 

23 The

set

X

term

distinct transitivity

ac

and

cb

would entail

a  b.

was introduced by Harary [32]. A binary relation

R

on a

is distinctly transitive according to him if and only if it is transitive for non-identical

of triplets of options. Formally, if the following condition holds

∀x, y, z ∈ X[(x 6= y ∧ y 6= z ∧ x 6= z ∧ xRy ∧ yRz) → xRz)]
This denition ts well into the theory of partially ordered sets (posets), partial orders
being reexive, antisymmetric, and transitive.

Due to the antisymmetry, posets comprise

no non-identically equivalent elements. However, as there can be non-identically equivalent
elements in quasi-ordered sets, the concept of distinct transitivity needs slight modication.
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of parity:
example 4

example 5

a u
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Fig. 2 Parity is context dependent

According to example 4, the context relevant for a sequential decision problem contains 13 options. Several are equivalent, as indicated by clusters. According to the denition,
Thus, when oered

f

f

and

is on a par with

j

the same does not hold for

j , whereas g is on a par with neither.

it should be permissible to choose either whereas

g

and

j

in order for parity to make a dierence.

Yet, if the context is changed, as in example 5, where fewer of the same options
cause the problem,

j

f

is on a par with

should be equally permissible.

24

h,

and

g

is on a par with

j.

Here,

g

and

In general, parity becomes relevant in the theory of choice due to the following permissibility conditions:
1. if L(x)

= L(y),

2. if L(x)

< L(y), it is permissible to choose x over y
y over x

it is permissible to choose

x

over

y
and it is not permissible

to choose
Elementarily,



if

x  y,

then L(x)

24 Quasi-ordered

sets of any complexity can be generated or reconstructed by imposing the

product order on vectors in
of

n

< L(y)

Rn

as e.g. explained for posets in Trotter [59, p. 39]. The choice

depends on the quasi-orders' dimension. The dimension of example 4 is two. Thus, it can

be reconstructed with vectors in

R3 ,

whereby only the rst two components are relevant for

the product order. The third component serially numbers equivalent options. For instance:

a = (10, 7, 1), b1 = (9, 4, 1), b2 = (9, 4, 2), b3 = (9, 4, 3),
c = (8, 3, 1), d = (7, 2, 1), e1 = (3, 1, 1), e2 = (3, 1, 2),
f = (6, 6, 1), g = (4, 5, 1), h = (5, 10, 1), i = (1, 8, 1), j = (2, 9, 1)
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if

x ∼ y,



if

x

then L(x)

y,

then L(x)

Thus, for two options
choose

y

over

x

x

= L(y)
= L(y)

and

y

it is as permissible to choose

x

over

y

as it is to

if the traditional value relation of equality holds or if they are

on a par in terms of the context at hand.
Given the permissibility conditions 1.

and 2., the problem of dynamic ir-

rationality, as presented in the introduction, does not occur.

Viz.

it can be

demonstrated that by adhering to these conditions, the following proposition is
assured:

¬∃y ∈

[

Yk [y  Cn (Yn )]

k
In other words, if the permissibility conditions 1. and 2. are applied, the option

Cn (Yn ) = yn ,

which is the option remaining at the end of the choice problem, is

a maximal feasible option: at no point was there a better feasible option then
the option

yn

the choice problem is left with.

For the sake of demonstration, assume the contrary. Thus, there is an option

S
y ∈ k Yk such that y  yn . y must have become feasible at some point k .
y ∈ Yk . Consider now the sequence of chosen options starting at k :

Thus,

Ck (Yk ), Ck+1 (Yk+1 ), . . . , Cn (Yn ) = yn
As it is not permissible to choose an option in a (numerically) higher league
over an option in a lower league the following sequence is implied:
L(y)
Thus,

y

yn

trumps

2.6

≥ L(Ck (Yk )) ≥ L(Ck+1 (Yk+1 )) ≥ · · · ≥ L(Cn (Yn )) = L(yn )

is in a league at least as low as

yn

y.

Yet, according to the assumption,

and is thus in a lower league. This is a contradiction.

Concluding remarks

Carlson's denition has helped demystify Chang's conception of parity, yet it is
not a value relation according to her standards. As has been shown here, there
can be no value relation which validates Chang's chaining argument. Hence, her
argumentation is unsound from the beginning: if parity exists as according to
her chaining argument, then it is context dependent. As a result, the denition
can be chosen pragmatically: parity should make a dierence in the theory of
rational choice.

Whereas Carlson's relation does not make such a dierence

when applied to the problem of dynamic irrationality as posed by Chang, this
paper oers a parity-relation which includes conditions for the permissibility of
choice which solves the problem. Whether an additional relation such as parity
or whether a concept such as transitive closure is more adequate to solve the
problem requires further discussion.
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Chapter 3
An Application of Parity in
Decision-Making

Urs Allenspach

1

Abstract
This article discusses an application of a non-traditional evaluative relation of
parity. Parity is presented as a solution to a problem in decision-making, along
with an orthodox solution of transitive closure. The decision problem is that,
although adopting a random process is a rational procedure when choosing a
single option from a plurality of options, none of which is inferior to any other,
the result may be less than ideal for those needing to make several such consecutive decisions. Parity and transitive closure block that outcome in dierent
ways. It is argued that parity is the more plausible solution.

3.1

2

Parity as a solution to a decision problem

How can we rationally decide among options, none of which is worse than
another?This question seems quite innocent: If none of the options is worse
than any other, a decision in favour of any seems acceptable. In other words,
no decision made by any random process can be criticized as irrational.
Such an assessment may be correct in singular cases. It is wrong, however,
if we perceive these decisions as parts of a chain.

1 U.

Allenspach. An Application of Parity in Decision-Making. In: O. Petersen, D. Bor-

Proceedings von GAP.7. Nachdenken und Vordenken
 Herausforderungen an die Philosophie, pages 575-590, Online-Veröentlichung der Univerchers, T. Spitzley, M. Stöckler, editors,

sität Duisburg-Essen (DuEPublico), 2012.
This paper is based on the author's research within the projects COST E45 and ClimPol
of ETH Domain.

2 An

earlier, German version of this paper has been published by Allenspach as [1].
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To arrive at this conclusion, consider the following example, which shows
the typical structure of examples occurring in the philosophical literature on
comparability and incomparability, and on commensurability and incommensu-

3

rability.

Assume you are thinking about buying tickets to the opera. A call to the
ticket counter reveals the following oer: A rst seat,
other,

B,

is located in the rst row of the balcony.

seats, as their identical (exorbitant) prices reect.
seats are also disparate.

A,

is

7th

row stalls. The

Both would be excellent
Although excellent, these

When it comes to sight-lines, acoustics or legroom,

there are dierences  some in favour of

A

B.

and some in favour of

These

dierences make it hard to compare the tickets in terms of which would be
the better purchase.

Yet, you may come up with the somewhat minimalistic

judgement  backed by the identical price  that no seat is worse than the other.
Consequently, you ip a coin which lands in favour of

B.

Instead of immediately

buying the ticket, you take a short walk to the counter.

A-ticket has
A− -ticket.
−
are actually oered tickets A
and B ,
respects, but the row 8.

When arriving there, you are immediately informed that the
just been sold out.

However, the booking clerk oers you some

Thus, instead of tickets

A−

A

and

referring to a seat equal to

B , you
A in all

As it turns out, you made your decision on mistaken grounds. If the diculty
in comparing seats stems from the dierence in the intensity of properties, then
you would have to repeat your former judgement: Neither is
nor

B

worse than

A

−

A−

worse than

to ip the coin again. Let us assume the coin ip tells you to select
Each decision, the rst to go for
pick

A−

if oered

B,

. According to the argumentation above, you have reason

A−

and

B,

B,

if oered

A

is rational per se.

and

B,

A− .4

and the second to

In an appropriate chain of

oers, however, they cannot both be rational since they have resulted in an
option worse than necessary.
This form of irrationality calls to mind the money-pump argument. Yet, in
contrast to its famous cousin, no form of cycle is involved.
Turning now to another feature:

For some years, there has been an on-

going debate as to which evaluative relations were involved in comparison. In
particular, Chang [12, 13] doubted whether the traditional list consisting of
betterness, worseness and equality were complete.

She argued that there is

conceptual room for additional relations like parity, the existence of which she
supports using not only examples but also several arguments which cannot be
discussed here.

5

What is relevant in the following discussion is that in order to apply parity,

3 Cf.

De Sousa [17, pp. 544-545], Part [45, pp. 430-431], Grin [27, p. 81], Chang [13, p.

668], and Carlson [10, pp. 19-20].

4 If

A-

you think ipping the coin again is pointless, since one has already made a decision on

and

B -like

seats, then think about how much less pointless you would consider adopting

the random process again in case you had been oered a seat

A+

in the

6th

row. Thus, it

is not convincing to argue that ipping the coin again would be redundant. For those who
deem the ipping of the coin again a mistake because the superiority of

B

over

concluded by transitivity, this argument is discussed and challenged in sect. 3.5.

5 They

are discussed in the rst paper of this dissertation.
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it must be shown that there are options which can be compared in some respect
and that none of the traditional relations adequately expresses that relation.
This is illustrated by our opera example:

Certainly, both tickets can be

compared in terms of what it would be like to sit in the places they refer to.
However, it seems possible that

A and B , and B

and

A− , respectively, have such

dierent properties that they are not traditionally comparable. In this case, all
of the following judgements would be false:

 A (A− )

is better than

 A (A− )

is worse than

 A (A− )

and

B

B
B

with respect of where to sit
with respect of where to sit

are equal with respect of where to sit

It is precisely because

A

and

B,

and

A−

and

B

are traditionally incomparable

that the problem of irrational sequences of decisions occurs without any cycle
involved. The only positive traditional relation at work is betterness of
pared to

A−

A

com-

and, with only one positive relation, no cycle can be constructed.

Now, according to Chang, two traditionally incomparable options may still
be comparable in a new sense: parity. This idea will be addressed here, although
the discussion will be dierent from Chang's. In the following, parity will be
taken to connote being in the same league without being equal, a statement
whose meaning must be described in detail.
Every material example of incomparable options or options on a par can

6 However, it should be clear that, technically, it is easy to dene
7
traditionally incomplete relations, and it would be surprising if in our colloquial
be criticized.

speech there were no such relations.

Yet, if there are any, then there may

also be further evaluative relations to ll (part of ) this space of traditional

8

incomparability.

The challenge would then be to show how the existence of parity can be
revealed in everyday decision-making and what task it fulls.
It is rather unlikely for an unorthodox evaluative relation like parity to be
empirically directly veriable. Therefore, the possibility of revealing parity in
an indirect way will be discussed.
The intended context of this paper is the one set by the irrational sequences
of singularly rational decisions, introduced at the beginning. The thesis is that
parity constitutes a solution to that problem. Parity can be understood as a
relation whose function is to credit or discredit random processes as adequate

6 Typically,

the examples are attacked by arguing that what seem to be cases of incompa-

rability are in fact cases of vague traditional comparability. Cf. Broome [7], and Espinoza
[23].

7 The

most prominent example is the relation of pareto betterness as used in economics:

one allocation of goods to individuals is better than another if and only if it makes at least
one individuum better o without making any individuum worse o.

8 To

give a concrete example: Brun and Hirsch Hadorn [8] suggest that policy options could

be on a par with respect to sustainable development. They favour parity as introduced by
Rabinowicz [47]. Neither Rabinowicz' nor Chang's parity is identical with the one presented
in the following.
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during decision-making involving traditionally incomparable options.

Parity

will contrast a more traditional solution involving transitive closure.

3.2

Revealing rational preferences

X

Let

be a nite set of independent options for action (options) and

2X

the

X . In economics, social choice or decision theory, a choice function
X
mapping c : 2
⊇ B −→ 2X , ∅ =
6 S 7−→ T ⊆ S . That is to say, it is a

power set of
is a

mapping which associates sets of options with subsets of themselves  it chooses
some options out of a collection, so to speak.
In the following, we let each choice function
of

X,

thus

B = 2X \∅.9

c(·)

be dened on all subsets

Moreover, each choice function shall select at least one

option from any set, thus

c(S) 6= ∅,
c(·) in

Hence, a choice function

for all

S ∈ B.

general selects at least one option but not

in general a single option if applied to a set of options. We consider each such
choice function a solution to a choice problem. In contrast, a decision problem
is a problem of how to select exactly one option out of a plurality of options.
Choice functions are typically categorized as being rational and irrational. In
the comparativism's paradigm of optimization, a choice function

c(·)

is rational

if and only if the choices correspond to the optimal elements of a binary relation
on

X . That is, x ∈ c(S)
x ∈ max(S, %).

if and only if there is a binary relation

%

on

X

such

that

What is meant by  max(S, %) depends on the version of optimization employed.

Typically, the elements of max(S, %) are either maxima or maximal

X , x being a %-maximum if and only if ∀y ∈ S[x % y], whereas x
%-maximal if and only if ¬∃y ∈ S[y  x].10
The strict part  of % is dened: ∀x, y[x  y ≡def x % y ∧ ¬(y % x)]. The
symmetric part ∼ of % is dened: ∀x, y[x ∼ y ≡def x % y ∧ y % x].
elements of

being

Furthermore, rationality can be weaker or stronger. The quality is raised by

%.
% is reexivity. Requiring reexivity
is a conceptual necessity in order to interpret % as relation of weak preference
which is exactly what % is to represent in these theories:  x % y  is assumed
to express that x is considered at least as attractive as y . Weak preference is
distinguised from strong preference ( x is more attractive than y ) and from
indierence ( x is as attractive as y ).

asking for specic properties in the binary relation
The weakest property typically asked of

Whatever a preference theory precisely consists of, the following seem to be
conceptual truths:
1. Weak preference is reexive
2. Strong preference is asymmetric
3. Indierence is reexive and symmetric

9 When giving examples, the trivial cases are mostly omitted.
10 Note that being a maximum implies being maximal.
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4. Strong preference and indierence are disjoint
Now, if

%

is asked to be reexive, thus if 1. is true, then this implies the truth

of 2. to 4. for the strict part
symmetric part

∼

of

%,



of

%,

interpreted as strong preference, and the

11

interpreted as indierence.

A much stronger condition is imposed on a rationalizing relation

%

by mi-

croeconomics, which deals with the choice of consumption bundles given certain
prices and certain wealth. This discipline demands that
and complete. In other words,

%

% be reexive, transitive

is assumed to be a weak ordering.

There are methodological reasons for demanding completeness and transitivity. Economists want to use the mighty apparatus of analysis and statistics.
Therefore, preferences need to be in a shape such that for each preference rela-

% there is a function f : X −→ R with x % y if and only if f (x) ≥ f (y). As
X is nite completeness and transitivity are sucient for the existence
12 Innite countable sets additionally must be order
such a function f (·).

tion

long as
of

dense [39, p. 40]. Uncountable sets of options not only need to be complete and
transitive but also continuous in order for a utility function to exist. [41, p. 47].
Following is example 1 of a choice function which is so called weak-order-

X = {a, b, c} and let c({a, b, c}) = {a}, c({a, b}) = {a}, c({a, c}) =
c({b, c}) = {b, c}. This choice function is weak-order-rational because
image of c(·) could be found by optimizing on the weak ordering

rational: Let

{a},
the

and

%= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c), (a, b), (b, c), (c, b)}
That is, an option
part of

%

x∈S

is chosen by

c(·)

which consists of the options in

if and only if

x

is a maximum in that

S.

The conditions for a choice behaviour expressed by a choice function to be
more or less rational have been systematically axiomatized in the second half of
the twentieth century. Our case, in which
and in which

B = 2X \∅,

and

c(S) 6= ∅

c(·)

is rationalized by weak orderings

has been treated quite exhaustively by

Sen [52]. In other elds, the search for new axioms continues.
The concept of formulating the axioms in terms of revealed preferences stems

x counts as weakly preferred to an option y
(xRy) if and only if x has been chosen on an occasion where y was also available.

from Samuelson [51]: An option
Formally,

∀x, y ∈ X[xRy ≡def ∃S ∈ B[x ∈ c(S) ∧ y ∈ S]
The strict part of

R, P ,

is the relation of revealed strong preference.

Here is a well known axiom by Richter [49, p.
formulated using

33] which can directly be

R:

∀x ∈ X∀S ∈ B[x ∈ S ∧ ∀y ∈ S[xRy] → x ∈ c(S)]
11 Cf. Hansson [31, p. 322]
12 In measurement theory such

statements are called representation theorems. Represen-

tation theorems provide information on the axioms a given relational structure must satisfy
for a homomorphism into a certain numerical relational structure to exist. Cf. Krantz et. al.
[39, p. 9].
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If an option must be chosen in a context and if there is an option which has
been weakly preferred to all options elsewhere, then this option must be chosen
in our context, too. Now, any choice function which meets this axiom is at least

%
R.

unqualiedly rational [49, p. 33]. That is, there is at least a binary relation
such that

c(S) ≡ max(S, %),

for all contexts

S

 for instance the relation

Let us return to the fact that a choice function does not in general yield a

S∈B

single option in each situation

but a subset

T ⊆S

of likewise acceptable

options. Assume that our choice behaviour is not rationalized by a weak order
but by an even stronger linear ordering, a linear ordering being an antisymmetric weak order. Then, all

c(S)

are singletons. That is, in this special case the

solution to a choice problem is also the solution to a decision problem. If decisions are rationalized against the background of linear orderings, the problem
of which option to select among a set of likewise acceptable options disappears.

d : 2X ⊇ B −→ X , ∅ 6= S 7−→ x ∈ S .
Then, obviously for each choice function c(·) which has been rationalized against
the background of a linear ordering, there is a choice function d(·) such that
{d(S)} = c(S), for all S ∈ B .
Let a decision function be a mapping

3.3

Rationalizing decision functions based on
choice functions

The unpleasant example involving the opera tickets suggests the need to nd
criteria for the rationality not only of choice but also of decision functions. Most
importantly, these criteria should exclude the possibility that a series of rational
decisions renders an irrational outcome.
A rst condition should govern the relation between choice and decision
functions. Certainly, no rational decision can be expected which is not based
on a rational choice. In fact, we act irrationally if we decide on an option
such that there is no rational choice function

c(·)

with

x ∈ c(S).

x∈S

A choice can

be understood as a mechanism which restricts decisions. If a choice rationally
excludes an option, we cannot expect a rational decision in favour of this option.
The rst condition necessary for rational decision functions
(I)

d(S) ∈ c(S),

for a rational choice function

d(·)

is thus:

c(·)

A second condition must deal with sequences of decisions, as in the opera
example.

Assume there to be a sequence

d(Si ), Si ∈ B , 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∈ N, of
d(Si )

decisions to be taken. Assume further that we must concede each option
in favour of option

d(Si+1 ).

The goal is to avoid selecting an option that is

worse than an option we could have selected. As in the opera example, it would
be irrational to adopt a decision rule that allows us to end with an option worse
than we could have ended.
The second necessary condition for rational decision functions

d(·)

is thus:

d(Si ) ∈ Si+1 and d(S1 ) = x1 ∧ d(S2 ) = x2 ∧ · · · ∧ d(Sn ) = xn ,
∀x ∈ S1 [xn ∈ c({x, xn })]

(II) If
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Thus, the nal option must be at least as good as or certainly not worse
than any that was available at any previous point.
It is perfectly intuitive and could easily be shown that if a decision function
is being dened against the background of a choice function which is rational in
terms of a linear ordering, then this decision function not only meets condition
I but also condition II. As argued before, there is a choice function which quasi
coincides with the decision function.
However, quite often we must deal with situations in which the choice function is not rational against the background of a linear ordering but  at best 
with respect to some weaker structure. As in the case of (non-antisymmetric)
weak orders, several decision functions might meet condition I.
Consulting example 1, which was introduced above, there are exactly two
decision functions which meet condition I:

(

x, if c(S) = {x}
b, otherwise

(

x, if c(S) = {x}
c, otherwise

d1 (S) =

d2 (S) =

Moreover, both decision functions not only meet condition I but also condition II. This is a highly convenient property because, if all decision functions
which meet condition I also meet condition II, then we can select whatever

x ∈ S,

whenever the upstream choice function

option if applied to

S.

c(·)

does not yield a singular

In other words, we could ip a coin, roll a die or adopt

some other random process to dene

d(·)

based on

c(·)

without ever running

the risk of acting irrationally when following this decision function.
The result gleaned from this example can easily be generalized: If a choice
function is weak-order-rational, then each decision function which meets condition I also meets condition II. The only cases not already decided by

c(·)

are

cases of equal options. These cases can be decided randomly.

3.4

Random processes do not generally turn rational choices into rational decisions

Problems arise from structures which are weaker than weak orderings in terms
of completeness. Thus, let us look at choice functions

c(·)

which are rational

against the background of a reexive, transitive but not necessarily complete
preference relation

%,

a so called preorder.

Following is example 2 of such a choice function

c(·):

let


{a, c}, if S = {a, b, c}



{a}, if S = {a, b}
c(S) =

{a, c}, if S = {a, c}



{b, c}, if S = {b, c}
34
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is rational, in fact, it is even preorder-rational as it could have been

13 the preorder

induced by optimizing

%= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b)}.14

Among the decision functions which meet condition I, the following can be
found:



x, if c(S) = {x}
d3 (S) = c, if c(S) = {a, c}


b, otherwise
Thus, we get

d3 (·)

d({a, c}) = c, d({b, c}) = b,

b∈
/ c({a, b}) = {a}, and therefore
d3 (·) might leave

but

does not meet condition II. That is, the choice to follow

us with an irrational outcome.
This example illustrates that we cannot in general opt for an arbitrary decision function which meets condition I with respect to a rational choice function.
As soon as the choice function's rationality is based on a relational structure as
weak as preorders, an arbitrary decision function cannot be trusted.

3.5

Two methods for generating rational decision
functions

In the following, two methods are introduced to block the adoption of an irrational decision function.
The rst method is based entirely on conventional evaluative relations: betterness (strict preference, respectively), and equivalence (indierence).

There

are no new structural elements to constrict the number of rational decision
functions based on rational choice functions.

What does, indeed, restrict the

number of admissible decision functions is a procedural dimension: If
irrational decision function, then no decision

d(S)

d(·)

is an

is irrational per se. Whether

a decision is irrational depends on the order the decisions have been made.
The second method is not based on procedural considerations. Rather, the
number of admissible decision functions is restricted by an additional structural
dimension: the relation of parity. In this case, the order in which the decisions
have been made is extraneous to the question of whether a specic decision is
rational or irrational.

3.5.1

A procedural restriction of the random process

In detail, the rst method still allows for random processes but with restrictions.
Let us assume that an arbitrary decision has been made. Then, before the random process may start again, the transitive consequences of the rst decision

13 In terms of nding maximal elements.
14 c(·) is also complete-rational and

yet

not

weak-order-rational.

Whereas

the

% makes it preorder-rational, it is the revealed relation R =
{(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c), (c, a), (b, c), (c, b), (a, b)} which turns it complete rational. There is
no weak order, however, such that c(·) can be understood as induced by optimizing over it in

above

listed

relation

terms of nding maxima.
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must be taken into consideration. Technically, what is calculated is the so called
transitive closure, tr(Q), of a binary relation Q on a set X , dened: tr(Q) =def
{(x, y) ∈ X×X; there is a sequence u0 , u1 , . . . , un so that (ui , ui+1 ) ∈ Q for i =
0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1 with u0 = x and un = y} [59, pp. 15-16 ]. In our case, the transitive closure of the union of two sets is relevant: First, the preorder % which
rendered a choice function c(·) preorder-rational. Second, the following relation,
D, which is induced by the arbitrary decision d({z1 , z2 , · · · , zi , . . . zn }) = zi that
has already been made: D = {(zi , z1 ), (zi , z2 ), . . . , (zi , zi ), . . . , (zi , zn )}. The
second choice set is then preordered not simply by %, but by tr(% ∪D). Using
transitive closures of rationalizing preorders completed by decisions that have
already been made avoids selecting options that are worse than any one could
have picked before.
The ticket example illustrates how this works: Assume that

d({A, B})

d(c{A, B}) =

is supposed to be decided upon. Since it is the rst decision to be

made, a random process may be applied.
Let us now assume that the die has pointed to selecting

A

(case 1). Then,

for our next decision, the transitive closure of

{(A, A), (A− , A− ), (B, B), (A, A− )} ∪ {(A, A), (A, B)}
is relevant. Since there are no transitive consequences in this case and since the
transitive closure is thus

{(A, A), (A− , A− ), (B, B), (A, A− ), (A, B)}
d(c({A− , B})) = d({A− , B}). However,
−
of A as in case 1, then d({A , B}) may

we can throw the die again to decide on
if the die indicates

B

(case 2) instead

not be decided by using a random process.

The reason is that the transitive

closure of

{(A, A), (A− , A− ), (B, B), (A, A− )} ∪ {(A, A), (B, A)}
is

{(A, A), (A− , A− ), (B, B), (A, A− ), (B, A), (B, A− )}
Thus, we must select

B

in this case.

Assume that we are in a situation in which an irrational decision function
has been produced. Then, if transitive closure is relevant for rationality, none of
the set of produced decisions is irrational per se. Whether a decision is irrational
depends on the order in which the decisions have been made.
For instance, if we have

d(c({A, B})) = B

and

15

−

d(c({A , B})) = A− ,

then

each decision is irrational provided the other has been made before.

15 This

is a substantial claim.

It has been formally proved in poset-theory, the theory of

antisymmetric preorders. Cf. Trotter [59, p. 16]. This proof can be generalized for preorders.
Think of equivalent options as gathered in equivalence classes and represented by an arbitrary
option out of any class.
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It can be formally proved that there is always a rational decision function
for choice functions which have been rationalized against the background of a

16

preorder.

How convincing is transitive closure in examples such as the ticket-example,
introduced at the beginning?The problem with this conventional solution is
that it cannot adequately be applied to these cases.
In order to be adequately applied, the options must be related by one and

the same relation, preference, for instance. In our example, however, there are

%, which covers the
D generated by the random procedure.
−
It remains nebulous how a preference for A over A
and a random decision
B over A can have transitive consequences for the relation between A− and

two relations at work. The rst is the rationalizing preorder,
choices made. The second is the relation
for

B . It is not convincing to assume that transitivity is crucial for
B should be selected, when it comes to deciding on A− or B .

explaining why

Besides this technical point, intuitively, transitivity does not seem to be what
you are considering when blocking the idea that another coin should be tossed.
The reason for simply deciding for

B

over

A−

stems rather from a dierent

thought which is discussed in the following section.

3.5.2

A structural restriction of the random process

The second method is based on Chang's idea that options could be comparable
in a non-traditional way. There could be a value relation at work, dierent from
betterness and equality, which does the job. Chang calls this relation parity.
Before parity, or better revealed parity, can be dened, some preliminary
work must be done. In particular, we must demonstrate how two options can
be revealed incomparable.

The traditional theory of revealed preference does

not account for this possibility.
As discovered above, the strict part,

P,

of a revealed weak preference,

is interpreted as revealed strong preference.

R,

Accordingly, the orthodox line

of the theory does interpret the symmetric part of

R,

named  I , as revealed

indierence. Now, there are dierent ways to show that such an interpretation
may at times be inadequate.
At an abstract level, this inadequacy can be demonstrated by pointing out
that a choice function

c(·)

which is dened for all subsets of

2X \∅

and which

always chooses at least one element cannot reveal incomparability among opit is particularly dened for all sets

c(·) is dened for all subsets of 2X \∅
{x, y} of pairs x, y ∈ X . Consequently, for

xRy ∨ yRx applies.

Thus, no two options can be incomparable.

tions. This results from the fact that as
any two options

Such an intepretation is inadequate because the circumstances of a choice
situation determine whether a chooser can express incomparability between options.

If the circumstances require that a choice be made for all subsets of

2X \∅,

or even only for all pairs of options, then incomparability cannot be ex-

pressed. However, it should be clear that it would be more appropriate if this

16 This

is implied in Szpilrajn's theorem. Cf. Trotter [59, p. 17].
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were possible.
On a more specic level, there are examples of options having been chosen
not based on indierence but rather incomparability. The following example is
adopted from Eliaz and Ok [19, pp. 62-63]:
Mrs. Watson intends to rent a movie from a video store for her two children,
Alice and Tom. Since renting is costly and the kids have no time to watch more
than one movie, she wants to rent exactly one movie. Among all lms,

{a, b, c}

is the set comprising those appropriate for children. In a quick conference call,
Alice and Tom have expressed the following preferences to their mother:



Alice:



Tom:

b  c  a, b  a
a  b  c, a  c

Assuming all lms are in stock, Mrs. Watson chooses

c({a, b, c}) = {a, b}

and

plans to ip a coin in order to determine which lm to carry home. This choice
seems reasonable, since option

c

is inferior to

b

according to the preferences of

both children, whereas such a judgement is not possible for

a

and

b.

b is not
{a, b, c} to {a, c} and the

However, while talking to an employee, Mrs. Watson discovers that
available. Thus, the choice situation has changed from
relevant part of Alice' and Tom's preferences is



Alice:



Tom:

ca
ac

Mrs. Watson reasonably chooses

c({a, c}) = {a, c}

and, again, prepares to ip

a coin to make the decision. Altogether, Mrs. Watson seems to have revealed
the following relation of weak preference:

R = {(a, a), (b, b), (a, b), (b, a), (a, c), (c, c), (b, c), (c, a)}
As traditionally dened, this results in a revealed strong preference

P = {(b, c)}

and a revealed indierence

I = {(a, a), (b, b), (a, b), (b, a), (a, c), (c, c), (b, c), (c, a)}
Since

I

is intransitive, according to the traditional point of view, Mrs. Watson

has chosen irrationally.
Now, Mrs.

Watson would probably protest against the assertion that she

has intransitive preferences and that she is irrational. And indeed, there is a
much more plausible way to interpret her behaviour than the one oered by the
traditional approach.

More plausibly, she believes that

a

and

b,

and

a

and

c

are incomparable rather than equal. Her point would be that the preferences
of Tom and Alice, which are converse in a non-symmetric way, did not allow a
positive judgement on the preferability of

a

over

b

(or conversly), and

a

and

c

(or conversly).
Such examples suggest that the revealed preference theory be changed such
that there can be both indierence and incomparability. This has been done by
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Eliaz and Ok [19, pp. 66-67]. They separate incomparability from indierence
in the following way:
Let  Sy,−x  be dened for all sets
the terminus refer to the set
that

S that comprise x but not y and let
(S ∪ {y})\{x}. Then two options x, y ∈ X such

c({x, y}) = {x, y}, c(·) being a rational choice function, are revealed
Ik if there is a situation S ∈ B such that x ∈ S ∧ y 6∈ S and

as

incomparable

 x ∈ c(S) ∧ y ∈
/ c(Sy,−x )

or

 x 6∈ c(S) ∧ y ∈ c(Sy,−x )

or

 (c(S)\{x}) 6= (c(Sy,−x )\{y})
In words, two options which so far where considered indierent are rendered
incomparable by a certain asymmetry they show in comparison with third items.
As a consequence of this partition of
ing. If  xRy

∧ yRx

I ,  R

must be given a dierent mean-

no longer means revealed indierence, then  xRy  can no

longer mean weak revealed preference. Eliaz and Ok oer to interpret  xRy  as
 x is revealed not worse than

y .

This interpretation tears a hole in the space

X2

the traditional understanding, according to which

of all pairs of options. Unlike

X2

is revealed as completely

ordered as soon as certain circumstances are given, certain pairs can be revealed
incomparable, or rather traditionally incomparable.
They are traditionally incomparable because they are incomparable insofar
as none of the traditional evaluative relations

P

and

I

can be revealed. How-

ever, according to Chang's idea, this need not mean that there could not be an
additional value relation to ll that gap. She suggested that this gap might be
lled by parity. In the following, we will exemplify parity as being in the same

league.
Since equivalent options do not cause any diculty, as argued before, they
are ignored in the following. The argumentation will be based on antisymmetric
relations.
In order to ll the space of traditionally incomparable options, we recursively
dene sets of revealed leagues.

X

The (numerically) lowest revealed league of a

R precisely consists
X : max(X, R) = {x ∈ X; ¬∃y ∈ X[yP x]}. The
set

that is ordered by

of the

R-maximal

elements of

second lowest league comprises

those elements which become maximal after the lowest league has been removed.
In general: Let

ith

X1 = X

and

Xi+1 = Xi \max(Xi , R).

Then, max(Xi , R) is the

revealed league.
Revealed parity, in turn, can be dened by membership to one and the same

league.

Two options

xIk y , are
max(Xi , R)].
ble,

x, y ∈ X

which are revealed as traditionally incompara-

revealed in the same league,

The relation of revealed parity,
transitive.

17 The

xI y ,

if and only if

∃i ∈ N[x, y ∈

xI y , is irreexive, symmetric, and distinctly

17 Harary's [32] suggestion to call relations parity relations which
A binary relation Q on a set X is
∀x, y, z ∈ X[(x 6= y ∧ y 6= z ∧ x 6= z ∧ xQy ∧ yQz) → xQz].

term distinctly transitive is by Harary [32].

distinctly transitive if and only if
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are irreexive, symmetric and distinctly transitive seems to have escaped the
philosophical circles dealing with parity.
Parity interpreted league-wise, as presented here, diers in at least one formal and one material point from the parity Chang had in mind. The formal
dierence concerns the fact that the relation presented here is almost transitive
 distinctly transitive , whereas Chang's is not. Materially, the two approaches
dier in that, whereas in Chang's work parity is the only non-traditional relation mentioned, no such exclusivity is claimed here. On the contrary, further
structures impose themselves.
Observe that parity does partition the set

X

in a way similar to that of an

{Y1 , . . . , Yn }

equivalence relation [32]. More precisely, there is a set

of subsets

Yi ⊆ X such that
Sn
1.
i Yi = X
2.

Yi ∩ Yj = ∅,

3.

∀x, y ∈ X[xI y ≡ ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , n}[x, y ∈ Yi ]]

if

i 6= j

The revealed leagues, max(Xi , R), build such a partition.
Now, we can order all options according to their league-membership.
order to do that formally, let

l(x)

be the number of the league to which

In

x

belongs. Order by league-membership then results in:

∀x, y ∈ X[xIP y ≡def xIk y ∧ l(x) < l(y)]
Using parity and league-wise superiority, we can make sure that condition II
is met whenever condition I is met. In order to do so, the random procedure
should be restricted to options among which there is parity in the (numerically)
lowest league:

d(S) ∈ {x ∈ c(S); ∀y ∈ c(S)[x 6= y → (xI y ∨ xIP y)]}
Decision functions can still be established on the basis of choice functions by
applying a random procedure. However, the applicability is restricted by the
additional relation of parity.
Now, how convincing is parity in examples such as the ticket-example?
According to the idea of parity, what deters you from ipping another coin
is simply that

A−

is an inferior option compared to an option you could also

have selected. The same is not true for

B,

which is what makes

B

the better

selection. This seems to be a more realistic assessment of the thought-process
involved when an individual is confronted with

A−

and

B

at the ticket counter.

What seems relevant, rather than transitive closure, is that
than

B,

all options considered. By preferring

as dened in this paper, is revealed.
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A−

A−

is lower ranked

for this reason, parity,
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Conclusions

This paper has combined two ostensibly dierent problems:

1) the problem

of how to deal with chains of rational decisions which lead to an irrational
outcome, and 2) the problem of making sense of an additional evaluative relation
of parity. As has been shown, parity can be dened as a structure which is able
to block an irrational outcome. This solution has been contrasted with a more
orthodox solution involving transitive closure. It has been suggested that the
parity solution lacks the conceptual weaknesses the orthodox solution shows and
is more plausibly applied.
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Chapter 4
Sequential Multi-Criteria
Decision Problems with
Thresholds

Urs Allenspach

1

Abstract
This paper deals with sequential multiattribute decision problems which involve thresholds. These problems are introduced as an alternation of multi-period
multiattritute decision making (MP-MADM) problems. The alternation concerns the introduction of sequences of decisions and the introduction of thresholds which have to be met with respect to each attribute. It is shown that
standard consequentialism leads to sequential irrationalities if applied as a behaviour norm at each decision point. In order to avoid these irrationalities,
measures must be taken which cannot be considered consequentialistic. Basically, the performances of past or even hypothetical choices must be considered.
How drastic these non-consequentialist measures are, depends on how fully the
involved attributes are aggregated.

4.1

Introduction

During the last thirty or so years Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
or Multiattribute Decision Making (MADM) has become a well developed eld
of research. Concerned with ways of taking into account the pros and cons
of a plurality of points of view [24, p. xxii] when justifying the choice of an

1 This

paper is based on the author's research within the projects COST E45 and ClimPol

of ETH Domain.
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option among a set of options, it is now a blooming alternative to traditional,
one-dimensional Operations Research.
Roy [50] classies the variety of MCDA approaches into those based on
a synthesizing criterion and those based on a synthesizing preference relatio-

nal system. The methods in the rst class, among them such popular tools as
MAUT, SMART, TOPSIS, MACBETH and AHP, try to synthesize the plurality of criteria into a single measurement. Typically, these methods perceive a
multi-criteria problem as the problem of nding a value function

v:

v(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = f [v1 (x1 ), v2 (x2 ), . . . , vn (xn )]
where each

vi

represents a value function over a single criterion

Xi

[37, p. 68].

Compared to methods in this rst class, approaches in the second see the
comparison of the opposing options not as derived from some overall synthetisizing criterion. Rather, the synthetization is gained by pairwisely comparing
the options in each dimension. These methods are also covered by the label
of outranking methods, the most well-known of which are the ELECTRE and
PROMETHEE methods.
Recently, Xu [62] has stretched the rst approach to MCDA theory to
multi-period cases and calls this eld multi-period multi-attribute decision making (MP-MADM). In MP-MADM problems, attribute values, performances or
yields of options with respect to a criterion may arise at several points in time. Xu proceeds by introducing a dynamic weighted averaging (DWA) operator
which aggregates these weighted performances.
Dong and Guo [18] have developed Xu's approach by adding a trend incentive coecient to MP-MADM. The trend incentive coecient gives weight to
improvement or decline in an option's performance in time when evaluating its
overall performance.
This paper develops MP-MADM, as introduced by Xu, in two other ways: on
the one hand, the multiple attribute values, performances or yields which arise
in time, are triggered by sequences of decisions. Thus, instead of one decision
triggering a series of yields in time, several decisions trigger a series of yields in
time. On the other hand, this paper adds thresholds implied by each criterion
to MP-MADM.
Both developments are motivated by sequences of choices which have to be
made based on more or less well aggregated systems of indicators. As will be
shown, the traditional behaviour norm of picking the option with the best consequences (standard consequentialism, SC) must be altered in order to avoid
dynamically irrational choices in these sequential multi-criteria decision problems with thresholds.
This paper proceeds as follows. In sect. 4.2, we specify two requirements
of MP-MADM problems according to Xu, Dong, and Guo. These requirements
concern the aggregation of criteria and the dynamics of performances. In sect.
4.3, the way in which the criteria are aggregated in MP-MADM problems is
altered in order to introduce a threshold for each criterion. In sect. 4.4, the
dynamic of MP-MADM problems is changed so that decisions must be made at
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several points in time. It is proven that the behaviour norm of SC is still rational
in these contexts. In sect. 4.5, the alternations elaborated in the previous two
sections are merged, leading to sequential multi-criteria decision problems with
thresholds. It is argued that SC has to be altered in order to avoid dynamically
irrational choices. Depending on whether the criteria are aggregated the rational
behaviour norm remains more or less consequentialistic. In sect. 4.6, indicator
based project assessment in sustainability is suggested as a eld of application
for sequential multi-criteria decision problems with thresholds. Sect. 4.7 oers
some concluding remarks.

4.2

Traditional multi-period multi-criteria choice
problems

As suggested by Dong and Guo [18], the traditional approach to multi-period
multi-criteria choice problems is based on multiattribute utility theory (MAUT),
one of several theories oered by the discipline of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). This traditional approach to multi-period multi-criteria choice
problems, launched by Xu [62], deals with the following problem:

A = {a1 , . . . , an } be a set of n options. Each option can be assessed
m criteria and p periods in time. Let C = {C1 , . . . , Cm } be the
set of the involved criteria and t = {t1 , . . . , tp } be the set of periods in time.
Let (rij (tk ))n×m denote the performance-matrix of options ai with respect to
criterion Cj at a time-period tk .
Let

in terms of

Because of the incommensurability among criteria, these performances need
normalization in order for them to be suitably aggregated accross criteria. Dong
and Guo [18] suggest the formulas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the rst for benets, the
second for costs:

xij (tk ) =

rij (tk ) − minj {rij (tk )}
maxj {rij (tk )} − minj {rij (tk )}

(4.2.1)

xij (tk ) =

maxj {rij (tk )} − rij (tk )
maxj {rij (tk )} − minj {rij (tk )}

(4.2.2)

Xu [62] uses 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 for the same respect:

xij (tk ) =

rij (tk )
maxj {rij (tk )}

(4.2.3)

xij (tk ) =

minj {rij (tk )}
rij (tk )

(4.2.4)

The normalized decision matrix at period
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being the performance of

ai

in criteria

Cj

tk .

at

Thus,


x1m (tk )
x2m (tk ) 


.
.

.
xnm (tk )



x11 (tk ) x12 (tk ) · · ·
 x21 (tk ) x22 (tk ) · · ·

X(tk ) = 
.
.
.
.

.
.
xn1 (tk ) xn2 (tk ) · · ·

(4.2.5)

Furthermore, two kinds of weights are introduced: a time-period-weight λ, exT
pressed by the vector λ = (λ(t1 ), . . . , λ(tp )) , and a criteria-weight w(tk ), expressed by the vector
of criterion

Cj

w(tk ) = (w1 (tk ), . . . , wm (tk ))T , wj (tk )
tk .

being the weight

at time-period

The problem of which option shows the best overall performance and thus
can rationally be chosen by a decision maker (DM), is solved by ranking their
overall performances, the overall performance of

yi =

p X
m
X

ai

being:

λ(tk )wj (tk )xij (tk )

(4.2.6)

k=1 j=1
This traditional approach involves several features concerning the following requirements:
1. the aggregation of criteria
2. the dynamics of performances
We start with the discussion of the requirement of aggregation.

4.3

Aggregation of criteria

The manoeuvre of aggregating performances
at a period

tk

in all criteria of

C

xij (tk ),

an option

ai

accomplishes

by building the sum

xi (tk ) =

m
X

xij (tk )

(4.3.1)

j=1
is the rst of two steps in gaining a complete, transitive order of overall performances, calculated as in formula 4.2.6.

2 The second step consists of aggregating

these performances, which are accomplished at dierent periods, into the overall
performances by accumulating them for each option

yi =

p
X

xi (tk )

1 ≤ i ≤ n:
(4.3.2)

k=1

2 As

weights are irrelevant for the argumention in this paper, most of them will be omitted

to simplify the formulas.
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Complete, and transitive relations  so called weak orderings  have properties which make them suitable for guiding choices. In a nutshell, if the opti-

a1 , . . . , an
y1 , . . . , y n ,
ons

are weakly ordered by

%1

in terms of their overall performances

ai %1 al ⇔ yi ≥ yl

(4.3.3)

no inconsistency in choice can occur as long as the DM adheres to the set of
acceptable options

C(A0 , %1 )

satisfying

C(A0 , %1 ) = {ai ∈ A0 ; ai %1 al , 1 ≤ l ≤ n, al ∈ A0 }
if a choice must be made from a non-empty subset

C(A

0

, %1 ) is never empty.3

A0

of

A.

(4.3.4)

Especially since

Representation of preferability in choice becomes more complicated if thresholds are added to the traditional multi-period choice problem for each criterion

C j . An option, although its overall performance may be outstanding, is only acceptable if its performance meets a certain threshold in each criterion.
Under this new condition, the weak ordering generated by the overall performances,

yi , does not represent preferability in choice. Moreover, in order to nd

acceptable options, the aggregation cannot solely proceed as described in sect.
4.2. The performances

xi (tk )

as dened in formula 4.3.1 already obscure the

important information concerning how each option performs in each criterion.
What is needed for each option

ai

and each criterion

Cj

is an unnormalized

summation of this option's performance concerning this criterion over time:

rij =

p
X

rij (tk )

(4.3.5)

k=1

qj be the threshold for the criterion Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then, CL = {ai ∈
A; rij ≥ qj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m} is the set of options which meet all thresholds. Let the
relations 2 , ∼2 , and %2 satisfy
Let

ai 2 al ⇔ ai ∈ CL ∧ al ∈
/ CL
ai ∼2 al ⇔ ¬(ai 2 al ) ∧ ¬(al 2 ai )
ai %2 al ⇔ ai 2 al ∨ ai ∼2 al

(4.3.6)

In other words, an option which meets all thresholds is superior in terms of

%2

to an option that is missing at least one such threshold. Both options are equal
according to

%2

if and only if neither is superior to the other.

Then, the preference relation results in the lexicographic order,

%3 ,

dened

by

ai %3 al ⇔ ai 2 al ∨ (ai ∼2 al ∧ ai %1 al )
As

%1

and

%2

are weak orderings, so is

%3 .

The set of acceptable options is

C(A0 , %3 ) = {ai ∈ A0 ; ai %3 al , 1 ≤ l ≤ n, al ∈ A0 }
3 Other

(4.3.7)

(4.3.8)

inconsistencies in choice are most popularly dened by a lack of compliance to the

Greeks: property

α,

property

β,

etc. [52]
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being a subset of

A.

As unveiled by the lexicographic ordering, criteria are much more respected
in this decision problem than in the traditional approach, as introduced in [62]
and [18]. Here, no option which fails to meet all thresholds is ever chosen over
an option that does. There, the performance in each criterion is not protected
in any way. It is fair to say that this approach puts more weight on the multidimensional aspect of multi-criteria decision making than standard MAUT.

4.4

Dynamics of performances and choices

In standard multi-period multi-criteria decision problems as presented in sect.
4.2, the multi-periodicity concerns performances of each of the options in A =
{a1 , . . . , an } at each of the time-periods t = {t1 , . . . , tp }. That is, each option ai ,
during each of p periods in time, generates a performance. The DM's problem
consists of choosing an optimal option, all performances considered.
Yet, there are decision problems for which multi-periodicity concerns the
DM's choices themselves, rather than performances in criteria only. More precisely, the DM has to select one option at up to

p

points in time. These problems

will be called sequential. Sequential problems consist of choosing these options, such that the sum of their performances at a future point in time
optimal. Typically, the choice of an option at
are available at

tk+1 ,

tk

as illustrated in Figure 1.

4

Atk = {a1tk , . . . , an(tk )tk } be the set of options
n(tk ) of these depending on tk . Let the vector

Formally, let
the number

b = (ai1 t1 , . . . , e, . . . , aip tp )T
4 The

tp+1

is

has an impact on what options

available at

tk ,

(4.4.1)

following way of dealing with sequential multi-criteria problems has been much in-

spired by McClennen's [42] work on sequential one-dimensional problems.
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p time-periods, whereby e substitutes
aik tk if no choice must be taken at tk because tk is irrelevant on this branch.
Thus, e 6= aik tk ∈ Atk . For instance, if option a1t1 is chosen at t1 as illustrated in
Figure 1, then no choice has to be made at t3 , and e substitutes for any option
ai3 t3 ∈ At3 in the branch-vector b.
T
Let B = {b1 , . . . , bo } denote the set of all full branches. If b = (ai1 t1 , . . . , aip tp )
represent a full branch of options chosen at
for

represents a full branch,

b(tq ) = (e, . . . , e, aiq tq , . . . aip tp )T
represents the truncated branch of

b

at

tq ,

(4.4.2)

and

b(tq ) = (ai1 t1 , . . . , aiq−1 tq−1 , e, . . . , e)T

(4.4.3)

b at tq . The set T (tq ) of truncated branches represents the set of all
tq no matter what has brought her there. In other
T (tq ) is a truncated tree [42] and B = T (t1 ).

the trunk of

continuations a DM has at
words,

To avoid further complication, in this paper we do not assume the option's
performances also to be multi-periodic. Rather, the performances all become

tp+1 .

manifest at a moment in time

Furthermore, let's at rst assume that the problem at hand is one-dimensional,

aitk generates one unnormalized performance ri (tk ) (at tk ),
e being 0. The performance zf (tq ) of a branch bf (tq ) is de-

viz. that each option
the performance of

ned as calculated by

zf (tq ) =

p
X

rik (tk )

(4.4.4)

k=q
These branch-performances are weakly ordered. Accordingly,

z̄f (tq ) =

q−1
X

rik (tk )

(4.4.5)

k=1
Let

%4

be the weak ordering on

to their performances

zf (tk ).

S

k

T (tk ),

which orders all branches according

Since there is such a weak ordering on

the set of acceptable branches

C(T (tk ))

S

k

T (tk ),

is never empty:

C(T (tk ), %4 ) = {bf (tk ) ∈ T (tk ); bf (tk ) %4 bg (tk ), bg (tk ) ∈ T (tk )}
(4.4.6)
S
T (tk ) being a subset of k T (tk ).
Consider the following problem: A DM decides for one option aitk each time
tk he reaches a decision square on the current branch. Certainly, after the DM
has nished the sequential problem by taking the last of these local choices,
the options he has accumulated must build a branch which is an element of

C(B, %4 ).

This is rationally requested since no risk or uncertainty is involved

in his decisions. What general rule, called a behaviour norm [30], can the DM
follow at each local decision square

t(k)

in order for the full branch

he is thereby processing, to be an element of
48
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The orthodox answer to this problem is the standard consequentialism (SC).

Standard consequentialism (SC)
At each decision square

tk

choose an option

aitk

which is the starting point

of a truncated branch out of the set of optimal truncated branches:

C(T (tk ), %4 ) = {bf (tk ) ∈ T (tk ); bf (tk ) %4 bg (tk ), bg (tk ) ∈ T (tk )}

(4.4.7)

Standard consequentialism simply mirrors the consequentialist credo of optimizing consequences of choices ahead in time, the most common theory based
on it being the Expected Utility Theory.
As long as the DM optimizes based on a single weak order, SC leads to
an optimal result. The proof is simple: Let
acting according to SC. Assume that

zg > zf .

q

Let

bg 4 bf

bf

bg .

This implies

bf (tq ) = bg (tq ).

At

tq

be the highest number such that

was completed and not branch

bg

be the branch completed by

for some branch

branch

bf

although it could have been completed. The

following two formulas,

z g (tq ) + zg (tq ) = zg > zf = z f (tq ) + zf (tq )

(4.4.8)

z f (tq ) = z g (tq )

(4.4.9)

and

imply that

zg (tq ) > zf (tq ).

tq an option was chosen
bg (tq ). Hence, the assump-

This goes against SC, as at

which was not part of the optimal truncated branch

tion must be wrong. No sequential irrationality is possible if the DM optimizes
according to SC over a single weak order.
Turning back to the multi-criteria case, let
formance of option

aitk

5 with respect to criterion

performance

zf j (tq )

of branch

bf (tq )

rij (tk ) be the unnormalized perj and xij (tk ) its normalized

with respect to criterion

in criterion

j

j

at

tk .

The unnormalized performance

is calculated by:

zf j (tq ) =

p
X

rik j (tk )

(4.4.10)

k=q

bf (tk ) with respect to all m
(zf 1 (tk ), . . . , zf m (tk ))T . Let Z m be the set

The overall non-normalized performance of branch
criteria is represented by the vector
of these vectors.
The overall normalized performance of branch

zf (tq ) =

p
m X
X

bf (tq )

is calculated by:

xik j (tk )

j=1 k=q
Let

Z

5 By

be the set of the overall normalized branch performances.
whatever formula of normalization the DM proceeds.
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Then, as long as no thresholds are involved, a DM gains a sequentially rational result by adhering to SC. The proof which is almost identical to the one

bf be the branch which was completed by acting according to SC.
bg 4 bf for some branch bg . This implies zg > zf . Let q be the
highest number such that bf (tq ) = bg (tq ). At tq the branch bf was completed
and not the branch bg although the latter could have been completed. Formula
before: Let

Assume that

4.4.12

z g (tq ) + zg (tq ) = zg > zf = zf (tq ) + z f (tq )

(4.4.12)

and 4.4.13

q−1
m X
X

xik j (tk ) = z f (tq ) = z g (tq ) =

j=1 k=1

q−1
m X
X

xik j (tk )

(4.4.13)

xlk j (tk )

(4.4.14)

j=1 k=1

imply formula 4.4.14

p
m X
X

xik j (tk ) = zg (tq ) > zf (tq ) =

j=1 k=q
This goes against SC, as at
the optimal truncated branch

p
m X
X
j=1 k=q

tq an option was chosen which was not part of
bg (tq ). Hence, the assuption must be wrong. No

sequential irrationality is possible if the DM optimizes according to SC over a
plurality of normalized and aggregated weak orders.

4.5

Sequential multi-criteria decision problems
with thresholds

Trouble sets in when thresholds are involved. Naturally, in this situation, the

q1 , . . . , qm are imposed on branch-performances in each dimension
C1 , . . . , Cm . The DM needs to proceed in a way which allows him to nish a
branch b such that the branch-performance is above all thresholds, assuming
thresholds

there are such branches.

CL∗ (tk ) = {bf (tk ) ∈ T (tk ); zf j (tk ) ≥ qj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m} is the set of truncated
branches at tk which meet the thresholds in each dimension. Let the relations
5 , ∼5 , and %5 satisfy
bf (tk ) 5 bg (tk ) ⇔ bf ∈ CL∗ (tk ) ∧ bg ∈
/ CL∗ (tk )
bf (tk ) ∼5 bg (tk ) ⇔ ¬(bf (tk ) 5 bg (tk )) ∧ ¬(bg (tk ) 5 bf (tk ))
bf (tk ) %5 bg (tk ) ⇔ bf (tk ) 5 bg (tk ) ∨ bf (tk ) ∼5 bg (tk )
Then, the preference relation results in the weak lexicographic order,

(4.5.1)

%6 , dened

by

bf (tk ) %6 bg (tk ) ⇔ bf (tk ) 5 bg (tk ) ∨ (bf (tk ) ∼5 bg (tk ) ∧ bf (tk ) %4 bg (tk ))
(4.5.2)
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and SC reads: At each decision square

tk

choose an option

aitk

which is the

starting point of a truncated branch out of the set of optimal truncated branches:

C(T (tk ), %6 ) = {bf (tk ) ∈ T (tk ); bf (tk ) %6 bg (tk ), bg (tk ) ∈ T (tk )}

(4.5.3)

Now, SC is no longer advisable. As illustrated by the following example, the
structure of which is shown in Figure 2, the problem is that critical limits are
designed for full branch performances whereas SC focuses on truncated branches.
Let 2, 5, and 2 be the thresholds for

C1 , C2 ,

and

C3 .

4.5.4 shows the option's unnormalized performances,

rij (tk ) C1
a1t1
3
a2t1
1
a1t2
1
a2t2
1
a1t3
2
a2t3
1

C2
1
5
4
1
0
0

4.5.5 shows the unnormalized performances,

rij (tk ):

C3
1
1
2
9
2
5
zf j ,

(4.5.4)

of all full branches oered by

the sequential problem:

zf j
b1
b2
b3
b4

C1
4
4
3
2

C2
5
2
5
5

C3
3
10
3
6

4.5.7 shows the option's normalized performances,

(4.5.5)

xij (tk ),

which are gained by

using formula 4.5.6:

xij (tk ) =

rij (tk )
maxj {rij (tk )}
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xij (tk )
a1t1
a2t1
a1t2
a2t2
a1t3
a2t3

C1
1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6
0.3

C2 C3
0.2 0.1
1 0.1
0.8 0.2
0.2 1
0 0.2
0 0.5

4.5.8 shows the aggregated performances,

xi (tk ) a1t1
C
1.31

a2t1
1.4

a1t2
1.35
zf ,

4.5.9 shows the overall performance,

zf
C

xi (tk ),

b1
2.6

(4.5.7)

of all options:

a2t2
1.53

a1t3
0.8

a2t3
0.8

of each full branch

b2
2.84

b3
2.3

(4.5.8)

bf :

b4
2.3

(4.5.9)

Finally, 4.5.10 shows the overall performance of some (relevant) truncated branches:

zf (ts ) b1 (t2 ) b2 (t2 )
C
1.35
1.53
According to SC, it is rational at
timal branch

b1

t1

to choose

a1t1

(4.5.10)
since it is part of the op-

which meets the thresholds and is superior in terms of overall

normalized performance to all branches which also meet the thresholds. At
where, naturally, no truncated branch meets all thresholds,

a2t2

t2 ,

must rationally

b2 (t2 ) shows the better overall perforb1 (t2 ). Thereby, one ends with a result worse than possible, as by b2

be chosen because the truncated branch
mance than

a branch is completed which does not meet all thresholds. The DM has eected
a sequential irrationality.
The phenomenon of SC combined with changing preferences leading to dynamic inconsistency has long been emphasized by Hammond [29, 28] in contexts
other than in those of multi-dimensionality: Imagine a potential addict who at

t1

has a rst decision to make between taking drugs or not and then, in the

rst case, at

t2

between stopping before health problems set in or not. At

t1

he

prefers taking drugs and stopping in time to taking no drugs and both to taking
drugs and being plagued by health problems. By applying the behaviour norm
of SC, he chooses the drugs since at
optimum. Yet, at

t2

t1

his preferences seem to guide him to the

his preferences have changed, something Hammond calls a

dynamic incoherency, and he cannot abstain from drugs. Thereby, he ends up
worse than if he had never taken drugs in the rst place: although it would have
been in his own hands to abstain from drugs altogether, an alternative preferred
to ending up as an addict with health problems, the sequence of his local choices
eected in the latter.

6 For

6

a technicality which is left out here, the potential addict is not a consequentialist

according to Hammond when adopting SC.
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It is worth emphasizing that neither the involvement of sequential choices,
nor of multi-criteria, nor of thresholds alone questions SC as a rational behaviour
norm. Also, as has been shown at the beginning of sect. 4.5, sequential multicriteria decision problems without thresholds can be solved according to SC.
It is only when the structural element of thresholds is added to the other two
structural elements that SC runs into trouble. In sect. 4.6 we will see that
the combination of these elements is a feature of important real world decision
problems, such as indicator-based assessments of sustainable development.
It should have become obvious that the behaviour norm must focus on full
branches instead of truncated branches. That is, at whatever point in time,

tk ,

a choice is made, the rationalization must imply full branches

of truncated branches

bf (tk ).

bf

instead

Otherwise, the thresholds cannot be met and the

criteria cannot be respected.
This, however, is the end of consequentialism as normally understood. Whereas consequentialism according to SC is exclusively concerned with consequences of choices ahead in time, by considering full branches consequences
of choices back in time become involved.
More precisely, when formulating the new behaviour norm, there remain two
possibilities: When making a choice at tk , the DM can either optimize on all full
branches oered by the decision problem or she can merely optimize on those
full branches out of all the full branches still feasible at

tk

:

Full-branch norm (FBN)
At each decision square

tk ,

choose an option

aitk

which is an element of an

optimal branch among all full branches oered by the decision problem:

C(B, %6 ) = {bf ∈ B; bf %6 bg , bg ∈ B}

(4.5.11)

Feasible-full-branch norm (FFBN)
At each decision square

tk ,

choose an option

aitk

which is an element of an

optimal branch among the full branches still feasible at

tk :

C(T (tk ), %6 ) = {bf (tk ) ∈ T (tk ); bf %6 bg , bg (tk ) ∈ T (tk )}

(4.5.12)

FFBN has more of a consequentialistic feel than FBN. Whereas in FFBN
only those full branches which can still be completed are relevant when rationalizing at

tk

about which option to pick, in FBN all full branches oered by the

decision problem must be considered. In other words, whereas in FFBN only
past choices must be taken into consideration when making a choice at

tk ,

in

FBN all options are relevant  even those which have never before even been
vaguely considered because they are on a branch which was left long ago.
For the decision problem posed in this section and illustrated in Fig. 2,
FFBN is a rational behaviour norm. Thus, no counterfactual options must be
taken into account when taking decisions at
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bf is above
bg  bf for

that was completed by acting according to FFBN. This implies that
all thresholds, assuming there are such branches. Assume that

some branch bg . This implies zg > zf . Let q be the highest number such that
bf (tq ) = bg (tq ). In other words, at q the branch bf was completed and not the
branch bg although the latter could have been completed. This is already a
violation of FFBN: by zg > zf , the completion of bg should have been preferred
over the completion of bf .
Yet, as pointed out in the following section, some theoreticians and practicians refuse normalization of performances and aggregation among dierent criteria altogether. In this case, the choices at tk must be based on non-aggregated
T
branch vectors (zf 1 , . . . , zf m )
∈ Z m.
Whereas the ordering on

Z

naturally induces a weak order on the set of

branches, no such weak ordering is available for the set of vectors
lowest common denominator to at least quasi order

Z

m

Z m.

The

is the product order

%P :
zf (tk ) %P zg (tk ) ⇔ zf j (tk ) ≥ zgj (tk )
1 ≤ j ≤ m.

(4.5.13)

A quasi order is reexive and transitive, but not necessarily com-

plete.
By accounting for the thresholds, the preference relation results in the partial
lexicographic order,

%7 ,

dened by

bf (tk ) %7 bg (tk ) ⇔ bf (tk ) 5 bg (tk ) ∨ (bf (tk ) ∼5 bg (tk ) ∧ bf (tk ) %P bg (tk ))
(4.5.14)
The ordering over

T (tk )

being relaxed from a weak (formula 4.5.2) to a

quasi ordering (formula 4.5.14) requires a relaxation concerning the choice set
over

T (tk ),

too. Otherwise this choice set may be empty, which, from a choice

theoretic point of view, is an inconsistency. Therefore, formulas 4.5.11 and 4.5.12
turn into formulas 4.5.15 and 4.5.16, respectively:

C(B, %7 ) = {bf ∈ B; ¬(bg 7 bf ), bg ∈ B}
C(T (tk ), %7 ) = {bf (tk ) ∈ T (tk ); ¬(bg 7 bf ), bg (tk ) ∈ T (tk )}

(4.5.15)
(4.5.16)

Sen [54] refers to sets as C(T (tk ), %7 ) and to set C(B, %7 ) as sets of maximal
options and to deciding upon them as maximizing.
However, if maximizing is applied according to FFBN over

C(T (tk ), %7 )

sequential irrationalities may occur, as for instance, in the example above: At t1

a2t1 since a2t1 is on b4 which is an element of C(T (t1 ), %7 ).
t3 it is rational to choose a1t3 since a1t3 is on b3 (tk ) which is an element
of C(T (t3 ), %7 ). Thereby the DM completes branch b3 , which is dominated
by b1 . Thus, one performs worse than necessary and hence eects a dynamic

it is rational to select
At

irrationality.
This irrationality can be blocked by adhering to FBN combined with formula
4.5.15. The proof is in the same vein as the previous ones. The less aggregation
a decision problem admits, the greater the range of options considered in the
process of rationalizing the choice.
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Field of applications

Problems as described above may occur whenever a performance with respect
to a set of indicators needs an overall assessment. Such an assessment may
be necessary because a process in the past needs evaluation. It may also be
necessary when planning a future project.
In recent years, indicator based assessments have been particularly popular
in sustainability research. Dozens of sustainability assessment approaches have
been developed [56] and countless case studies have been applied [5].
On a basic level, scholars from neoclassical economics have argued for substitutability and compensability of ecological factors (dened as natural capital)
by human made capital, a position called  weak sustainability . This position
only requires that total capital not decline over time. Weak sustainability seems
to be a redundant concept since it oers  nothing beyond traditional welfare maximisation [3, p. 191]. By contrast, the position of strong sustainability argues
that a range of fundamental functions of nature cannot be replaced by humanmade capital [16]. Therefore, natural capital can only be substituted by human
made capital up to a certain critical amount  herein reected in thresholds.

7

The question of how and even whether sustainability indicators should be
normalized and aggregated is quite controversial. Many of the most popular
sustainability indicators such as the environmental sustainability index (ESI)
and the ecological footprint (EF) result from an aggregation of other indices
[55, p. 632]. The advantage of aggregation up to a single number has been
explained above: whatever objects are measured, they can be brought into a
weak order of betterness which is an optimal scenario for choice guidance.
Yet, Bell and Morse [4], Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi [57, p. 79] and others argue
against the reductionist approach oered by aggregation. According to Stiglitz,
Sen, and Fitoussi the building of any aggregated index is fully hypothetical since
no one can assess how future damage to the environment will aect well-being
and how current additions to the stock of human or physical capital are likely
to improve or help maintain well-being in the future [57, p. 73]. They argue
that sustainable development should be assessed using a small dashboard of
unaggregated indicators, rather than a single index [57, p. 79].
According to Bell and Morse, clarity should be achieved by visible representation rather than by technical aggregation. They point out that the use of
aggregated indices such as Maximum sustainable yield (MSY) in planning led
to unsustainable results [4, pp. 57.]. Visible representation can be accomplished by so called AMOEBA diagrams [4, 58, pp. 62-70] or Spider diagrams 
irregular polygons which illustrate the performance of several indicators against
their thresholds.

7 See

Neumayer [44] for a detailed analysis of these positions. The terms  weak respec-

tively  strong sustainability have also been used to characterize positions in the debate on
comparability of dierent dimensions (not only sorts of capital) in assessing sustainability.
[40, 25]
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Concluding remarks

This paper has claried the dierence between justication of a choice in aggregated and nonaggregated sequential multi-dimensional decision problems with
thresholds as found in the eld of sustainable development when indicators are
used to assess the performance of e.g. policy options: whereas in an aggregated
system FFBN is a rational behaviour norm, nonaggregated approaches must
resort to the more remote FBN.
Both ways of justication dier from SC in that they take not only future
consequences of choices into account. In the case of FFBN, past choices must
be considered to make sure the thresholds are met and thus the multi-criteria
involved are respected. In the case of FBN, even hypothetical choices must be
included in order to avoid dynamic irrationality.
Further research may develop this approach by removing some of the various
idealizations: So far, all choices are made under certainty. However, sequential
multi-dimensional decision making should apply to lotteries. Also, thresholds
should be made dynamic, viz. it should be possible to alter them at certain
points in time.
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